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Abstract  
 

Adapting Simulation Environments for Emergency Response Planning and Training 
 

By Bruce Donald Campbell 
 

Chair of Supervisory Committee: 
 

Associate Professor Thomas Furness III  
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering 

 
Communities are preparing diligently for potential community-wide crises arising from 

natural and man-made causes. First responders are those people who train to fulfill 

emergency response roles on behalf of community residents, seeking to limit loss of life, 

protect property, and reduce the cost of long-term recovery periods associated with crisis 

scenarios. The cost of providing physical drills to train for participation in community-

wide crises is exorbitant and the 24/7 demands for first responders can preclude 

participating in training even if a physical drill is made available. Simulation 

environments are computer programs with specialized interfaces that can expose humans 

to simulated crises in order to gain insight as to how they should respond in an actual 

crisis situation. Role-play allows for a live player to simulate the performance of 

activities independently as well as with other agents, all coordinated with simulation 

software to provide feedback as to their performance. The emergent field of serious 

games has attracted researchers who want to contribute to a distributed process of 

improving the experience and increasing the usefulness of such simulation environments.  

  

This research develops and tests a software architecture named RimSim as a serious game 

for emergency response planning and training.  The software design facilitates 

manipulation of various design issues such as the human interface and representational 

constructs for rapid assimilation and decision-making. Various implementations and 

testing of the RimSim within hospital evacuation teams for a specific community-wide 

hospital evacuation scenario demonstrates that the approach is viable and useful for 

further development and implementation. Appropriate metrics to evaluate the success of 



emergency response team players comes from a wide variety of fields including 

distributed cognition, distributed intelligence, situation awareness, and insight generation, 

each of which is described and integrated into the evaluation of subject experiments. In 

this research, metrics are calculated and discussed in terms of applicability and relevance 

to future work. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 

There exists widespread concern that community emergency response systems are 

inadequately prepared to respond to large-scale catastrophes of either man-made or 

natural origin. Both the 9-11 terrorist attack in New York City and Washington, DC and 

the Katrina hurricane event in the northern Gulf of Mexico region raised our concern 

about preparedness rather than diminishing it. While there is agreement that an optimal 

emergency response effort to community-wide catastrophic events provides an 

opportunity to save lives and property while mitigating short-term response costs and 

long-term recovery costs [1], such an effort requires the coordination of a complex 

system of people, materials, and supplies that cannot be expected to respond optimally on 

the first try.  

 

Steven Bailey, a typical Director of Emergency Management Department for a 

community of a half-million semi-urban residents in Pierce County, Washington, warns 

that the general public is still generally unaware of the large expectation gap between 

amount of services available and amount of service required for a community-wide crisis 

response to reach and aid effected parties [2]. The severe windstorms that paralyzed 

Pierce County in November 2006 emphasize the point: 220,000 homes lost power in 

Bailey’s jurisdiction and an all out effort by available emergency response workers still 

left 5,000 residents without power ten days after the event. Public outrage aimed at the 

delay in restoration of power appears unfair if a traditional time and motion study of the 

response effort is visualized. Why hasn’t a visualization of resources mapped upon 

resource needs been widely spread in order to educate communities about realistic 

expectations? Technically, of course, visualizations of response efforts could be placed 

on the Web and viewed by those who were affected. But is the requisite visual literacy 

truly available in our communities to process such content? 

 

Like most American mid-size and large urban counties in the United States, 

Pierce County is expected to build an organizational structure in anticipation of 

emergency response efforts through the guidance of the National Incident Management 

Structure (NIMS) handbook [3]. This handbook provides advice on how to organize 
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people into planning, operations, logistics, and finance teams that scale up based on the 

size of the event. As defined in the handbook, an incident commander takes on the 

primary responsibility for the coordination of emergency response activities and tasks 

attempted. This model aligns well with a military model that the United States has used 

extensively in the past [4]. The incident commander makes decisions based on a situation 

awareness, whether implicitly or explicitly sought out, which influences how he or she 

proceeds throughout the response. 

 

As Mica Endsley has investigated in years of highly cited research, the situation 

awareness needed for supporting decision-making in a complex and time-critical 

environment is difficult to obtain and, even if gained, may not suggest the proper course 

of action to pursue [5]. Situation awareness, defined as the perception of environmental 

elements within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the 

projection of their status in the near future, can be improved through the collection and 

integration of each piece of data that validly sheds light on what is going on, where it is 

going on, who is involved, when it starts and ends, and what are its causes. Every person, 

whether a trained emergency responder or member of the general public, can help collect 

data that can be combined to provide situation awareness - our public 911 telephone 

emergency service has proven that over time when responding to smaller localized 

emergencies.  

 

On the whole, situation awareness relies heavily on the distributed perception and 

cognition of humans located within the geospatial and temporal scope of the crisis event. 

Situation awareness also requires that humans ascertain how valuable perceived data is to 

the development of situation awareness and escalate or de-escalate their data reporting as 

a result. The value of data is highly dependent on whether it has already been reported 

and verified. Shared visualization can greatly assist with providing insight as to what has 

been reported and considered in building situation awareness, even if the situation 

awareness itself is not ready to be exposed to the public. Visualizing both crisis 

awareness and the response effort are just two examples of how real-time visualizations 

can be built to enhance distributed cognition (d-cog), when defined as the process in 
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which cognitive resources are shared socially in order to extend individual cognitive 

resources or to accomplish something that an individual agent could not achieve alone.  

 

 P.D. Magnus asserts that distributed cognition is the perfect framework for 

characterizing the process “by which ordinary people do collectively what they could not 

do alone” [6]. When evaluated in this light, the emergency response effort to the Katrina 

catastrophic hurricane event appears to demonstrate the overall consequences of 

suboptimal distributed cognition while also demonstrating the power of strong distributed 

cognition in sub-tasks associated with the overall effort. Six months after Katrina reached 

New Orleans, emergency responders, governments, and city residents still publicly 

disputed each other’s version of what exactly took place in the city during the emergency 

response effort. Retrospective reviews of the Katrina emergency response are full of 

could haves and should haves that did not happen because situation awareness was 

inferior and distributed cognition was not coordinated into a coherent, emergent whole 

appropriate for supporting necessary decision-making. Accordingly, these retrospective 

reports lack a comprehensive presentation of the Katrina response effort. Alternatively, 

simulation technologies may suggest various presentations that would have been useful 

for gaining a better understanding of the dynamics of the Katrina situation. 

 

The post-event evaluation of Katrina distresses many a citizen who becomes 

aware of a growing list of potential catastrophes that might occur in their community. 

Even if they wish to be proactive in helping participate in promoting distributed cognition 

to help prepare for possible threat scenarios they’ve become aware of, they aren’t sure 

how to proceed. Unfortunately, the complexity of the whole response is too large to 

contemplate without being overwhelmed. As a default, society identifies roles and trains 

individuals to participate in an emergency response effort with a limited, and perhaps 

unrealistic, set of tasks they can perform. Police officers are trained to keep order and 

lawfulness at all times. Firefighters are trained to limit property damage and save lives 

from the threat of fire. Medics are trained to administer medical aid to injured people. 

The general public recognizes these roles based on uniforms worn, tools held, vehicles 

driven and behavior protocols portrayed often in our culture. These trained roles have 
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been successful in improving response to emergencies that only require a handful of 

participants. However, a response event that scales up to requiring hundreds of 

emergency responders becomes too complex to organize as simply an extension of 

individual roles. If our trained emergency response professionals are not able to 

maximize their distributed cognition and help build a useful situation awareness for 

response decision-making across a broad cadre of emergency responders, how can we 

expect the untrained public to best participate in their own right? Simulation technologies 

already are being used to train military, police, and firefighters individually in their tasks 

[7]. Perhaps we can successfully extend simulation technologies to the full emergency 

response effort across roles, authority, and responsibilities in order to support distributed 

cognition and help build useful situation awareness for response decision-making. 

 

Many complex phenomena are regularly studied through software-based 

simulation providing deeper insights and mediated intellectual discussion. Weather 

researchers simulate environmental conditions and known physical principles in order to 

predict future conditions [8]. Supply chain developers simulate the movement of goods 

through value adding organizations and distribution centers in order to understand how 

flow can meet demand while minimizing distribution costs [9]. Construction management 

teams simulate the building of a structure in order to verify their plan works in the 

physical space available and can be completed within the time and resource constraints 

promised to a customer [10]. As a result of these successful practices, we contend that 

simulating emergency response efforts is likely to provide a useful tool for studying 

appropriate emergency response plans — more useful and cost-effective than any other 

method currently in use. A properly built emergency response simulator also enables 

emergency responders to train for their roles on their own asynchronous schedule. And, 

by properly simplifying and yet representing the complexity of the emergency response 

effort in an interactive visual simulation, simulation provides a tool for emergency 

responders and their protected citizens to gain an understanding of the nature of 

collaborative human effort in response to a wide array of potential catastrophic events. 

 



CHAPTER	  	  2	  OMITTED	  FOR	  REDUCED	  DOWNLOAD	  SIZE	  (BACKGROUND	  INFORMATION)	  
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Chapter 3 - Thesis, Objectives, and Hypotheses 
 

Our research is unique in attempting to meld the best practices suggested by 

theory from all five of the domains in the previous chapter into a single framework for 

improving training and planning for emergency response – taking some direction from 

the work that has come before us. 

 

Simulations, if built correctly, provide the opportunity to encode knowledge in 

software that can be interacted with by a learner to explore a complex phenomenon to 

build understanding over time. Researchers documenting and evaluating successful 

learning activities through the constructivist school of thought have consistently 

demonstrated how students learn with a greater contextualized understanding by 

experiencing the world directly or indirectly through a virtual simulation of the world 

[113]. Joseph Novak highly correlated such methods of learning by personal construction 

to the curriculum apprentices are exposed to in professional training programs outside of 

classroom learning exercises [114]. 

 

An agent-based simulation approach to emergency response modularizes first 

responder knowledge into a hierarchy of software objects whereby each simulated agent 

encodes the emergency response information and actions the agent is responsible for 

performing during a response. Generic unskilled behaviors of all human beings in an 

emergency response scenario can be inherited as well as the simulator grows in scope. An 

expert system-like, rule-driven database of all the agents available during an emergency 

response provides the opportunity for the action of one agent to effect the action of 

another. Other software modules that represent the state of all objects outside of those 

encapsulated as agents can trigger agent actions as well. Since many of the actions agents 

make can be expressed by geospatial movements over time, a geospatial visualization of 

software agents as a by-product of the simulation can inform a viewer as to the nature of 

emergency response. The success of an agent-based simulation approach to improving 

emergency response planning and training is heavily influenced by the appropriate 
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encoding of agent behavior in software modules that reflect realistic behavior when 

combined in the simulation. 

 

Other simulation frameworks and prototype implementations have been 

developed that are relevant to emergency response simulation. We aim to build upon the 

preliminary results obtained by Rojas and Mukherjee through building a Virtual Coach 

application aimed at improving the construction management role associated with a 

complex building activity. That work has tested and demonstrated the value of an agent-

based approach to simulation that includes probabilistic response of agents and 

probabilistic inclusion of new environmental injects that require response from agents 

performing the construction [115]. The aim of our dissertation is to explore a similar 

hypothesis to Mukherjee’s dissertation, whereby we could envision directly substituting 

the two words emergency response for the two words construction management in his 

hypothesis that states: 

 

A situational simulation environment can be used as an 

educational environment for construction management personnel while 

providing a test bed to collect and analyze information in construction 

scenarios, thus allowing us to study construction management as a 

dynamic system, consisting of human and resource interactions. 

 

Beyond verifying that Mukherjee’s construction management results are relevant 

to the emergency response domain, we hypothesize that an agent-based simulation 

environment can improve emergency response situation awareness through improving the 

distributed cognition among emergency response personnel. Our main objectives 

associated with this work being pursued have overlap with Mukherjee’s objectives listed 

on page six of his dissertation in that they all need to be verified as applicable to the 

emergency response domain [116]. While construction management decision-making can 

be evaluated on a day-by-day basis, emergency response decision-making often requires 

split-second decisions that need to be evaluated in that light. To be more specific in 
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relation to our application area, we state our thesis, objectives, and hypotheses succinctly 

in the next subsection. 

 
 
3.1 Thesis 
 
For our doctoral work, we propose the following thesis: 
 

Emergency Response Performance is significantly improved by participation in 
visual distributed training tools that increase capacity for distributed cognition 
through improved insight generation and situation awareness. 

 
3.2 Objectives 
 

Because this thesis exists within a broad area of research with subjective metrics, 

we propose four objectives to be researched while testing the thesis above. We intend to: 

 

• Develop a methodology for encoding emergency response scenarios into one or 
more environmental modules that capture the significant variables associated with 
each scenario and allows relevant agent-based rules to be triggered by changes in 
the state of the environment. 

 
• Develop a methodology for encoding specific emergency response roles into 

agent modules that capture the essence of that agent’s behavior in the real world. 
 

• Identify a realistic interface that allows one or more role players to perform an 
agent’s responsibilities within a running simulation that involves environmental 
and agent-based modules culminating in a realistic experience from which to 
learn to consider and improve performance. 

 
• Encode derived metrics into a comprehensive assessment tool that enables a 

visual analytics process defined by both the number of insights found per time 
unit spent using the tool and level of situation awareness attained during tool use. 

 
Testing and validating our thesis through the application of our objectives is the 

primary result to be documented herein. 

 
 
3.3 Hypotheses 

 
We propose two hypotheses to be tested in association with the thesis: 
 

• A multi-user situational simulation environment can be effectively used as a 
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training tool for generating insight among emergency response personnel. 
 

• A multi-user situational simulation environment can be effectively used as a 
training tool for improving situation awareness among emergency response 
personnel. 

 
3.4 Relevance of Hypotheses to Work Performed To Date 
 

Many of the debacles associated with emergency response have resulted from a 

lack of organization, inferior allocation of resources, and ineffective deployment of 

external assets (which of themselves appeared adequate) as the complex system did not 

work effectively as a coherent whole. Based on our review of the literature, observation 

of teams working on complex tasks, and our personal experience with performing a role 

within a team performing a complex activity, we believe the distributed cognition of any 

team can be improved through exposure to external artifacts and social communications 

that stimulate thinking about team activities. Ideally, to gain experience as a participant in 

a team emergency response effort, we would like to consider all aspects of distributed 

cognition in improving the individual’s ability to participate: internal cognition, external 

cognition, abstract cognition, and social cognition. 

 

Hutchins, Varela, Pea, and other’s arguments convince us that the body of 

research work on cognition has already spent too much emphasis on attempting to 

determine the nature of internal cognition with neither the ability to agree on most 

conclusions nor how to improve it. Our discussions with emergency responders has 

convinced us that most external objects used in emergency response are already given 

adequate training emphasis and existing methods just need adequate repetition in 

isolation or among a subset of the team to gain full competence. As a result, we look to 

methods for improving abstract cognition and social cognition as the most likely place to 

make a significant impact in improving emergency response team cognition. We turn to 

simulation as an opportunity to provide emergency responders adequate time and place to 

practice and improve abstract cognition and social cognition in conjunction with other 

team member roles. In human history, large-scale emergencies have not occurred often 

enough for emergency responders to practice solely in the physical world. Due to the cost 

of personnel time and materials, emergency responders have not come close to finding a 
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cost-effective method to run an additional magnitude’s worth of emergency response 

drills in order to plan and train for contingencies. We do not wish for the rate of 

community-wide emergencies to rise in the future and so we can look to simulation 

strategies as a potential cost-effective way to prepare roles for first responders in a wide 

variety of scenarios. 

 

 
 
3.4.1 Enabling Abstract Cognition with Artifacts 

 

Based on our literature review, we have concluded that abstraction is best served 

for the advanced thinker who can already chunk concepts in memory to the degree that 

makes the abstraction effective. But, we believe map reading is an important abstraction 

that all human beings can benefit from and must become better at given the explosion of 

geospatial visualization tools made available to humanity for applying abstract, visual 

thinking to large-scale problems. The map abstraction, when maps are generated from 

aerial and satellite photography, requires one major skill to perfect: the ability to visualize 

a first-person location on Earth from a bird’s eye view above that location. In the case of 

a large-scale community-wide emergency crisis, it seems like a necessary skill in order to 

understand where resources, incidents, and people are located throughout the response 

effort. 

 

Once the map abstraction is familiar to an emergency responder, he or she can 

mentally, or physically through dynamic visualization, manipulate symbols on the map to 

express thinking to others and absorb thoughts expressed by others. Given sensors and/or 

in-the-sky observers like the media or military aircraft, updated representations on the 

map can enhance both spatial and temporal thinking. At that point, everything on the map 

has an opportunity to contribute to situation awareness. Through repetition, an emergency 

responder can train to better perceive those symbols on the map that are most relevant to 

his or her situation awareness. Through exposure, an emergency responder can begin to 

comprehend the significance of different temporal and spatial combinations of those 

symbols. Through practice, an emergency responder can become better at projecting the 
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future state of the crisis and suggest how their behavior should be modified to fit the 

emerging situation. Even if a physical dynamic visualization is not available to the 

emergency responder at the time of the crisis, the responder can gain the ability to 

maintain an abstract dynamic visualization with a simple piece of paper and pencil (or 

internally should that skill be developed reliably). 

 

The realities of emergency response suggest that an up-to-date dynamic 

visualization (whether physical or mental) is unlikely to stay concurrent with reality 

during an emergency response scenario. Social cognition is likely to be very important in 

informing the changing state of the crisis and discussing contingencies, priorities, and 

tasks. Roger Pea’s evidence that social cognition fills a basic human need in affixing 

value to cognition seems clear in relation to how we have observed cognition in our ten 

years as a classroom instructor. We have experienced more concrete examples of 

knowledge affixing itself in a higher state in our mind during teaching in the classroom 

than in any other facet of our life. The fact we are sharing information with interested 

learners in a highly social environment, as we first and foremost attempt to set up with a 

new class, crystallizes knowledge into abstract models of a higher order on which we can 

then rely upon to teach better going forward. 

 

3.4.2 Enabling Social Cognition 
 

Hutchins elegantly demonstrates how important social cognition becomes in 

military operations, aircraft piloting, and large ship navigation. By building a sense of 

team and a responsibility to others, participants in a joint activity pursue knowledge 

acquisition and focus on key perceptions when they know another person’s role is 

dependent on that data. The social nature of human beings drives us to consider other 

people when performing our own tasks – the more we are concerned about letting the 

team down, the more acutely we cognate in order to avoid that outcome. Hutchins 

demonstrates how evolved roles in the military, aircraft piloting, and ship navigating have 

lead to clear social responsibilities in fulfilling those roles, and how those trained upon 
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responsibilities provide a performance buffer for the team as a whole – a buffer where 

mistakes can be overcome more flexibly and more often. 

 

In the case of a large-scale emergency response effort, social bonds can also limit 

the response effort as the effort grows to necessitate new social interactions between 

groups that have no experience nor trust in working with each other. Performing the 

social pleasantries typical of building trust, under the typical time pressures of an 

emergency response effort, can be awkward and uncomfortable compared to sticking to 

social interactions with the usual team a responder knows well. As a result, human nature 

pushes human beings to place emphasis on communication with known social 

acquaintances inappropriately over those communications with those who most need to 

be communicated with for the overall situation awareness to be maintained and to 

improve the overall emergency response effort. 

 

Social cognition needs to be both planned and trained for as much as abstract 

cognition. A simulator that provides new communication channels that are realistic of 

potential communication channels at response time can expand the social thinking of a 

simulation participant. Exposure to thinking about a large community crisis can suggest 

new relationships that are important to form before a crisis occurs. Exposure can help a 

participant better understand the social network within which he does his work, as well as 

the greater social network associated with the community at large. Having the ability to 

adjust communications channels to simulate any quality from an ideal channel to a 

strongly impaired channel affords the opportunity for an emergency responder to practice 

their communication skills under the wide range of realistic situations he or she may 

encounter. 

 

3.4.3 Enabling Recognition-primed Decision-making 
 

When considering cognition, we must revisit the evidence provided by Klein and 

his associates. Their evidence suggests that human beings use recognition-primed 

decision-making during firefighting efforts and nuclear power plant crises to look for 
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solutions based on prior knowledge of those decisions that have worked well in the past 

[12]. The built-in ability of humans to find patterns in complex data suggests we have a 

built-in penchant for matching patterns of complex perceptions to thoughts about the 

significance of our current state. Fires occur often enough that a senior firefighter has the 

opportunity to perceive enough fires under a wide-enough variety of conditions in order 

to connect his pattern-recognition ability to his comprehension of what is going on and to 

his projection of what to do about it. And, if fires are not occurring regularly, training 

regimens allow for minimally-controlled fires to be set in order to gain the requisite 

experience.  

 

We are willing to accept the setting off of bombs, creation of earthquakes, and 

unleashing of tsunamis on a community in order to realistically understand the patterns of 

human beings behaving in emergency response efforts under severe stress. A simulator, 

while training abstract and social cognition, appears to have a side-benefit of providing 

exposure to patterns of community crisis – even the opportunity to replay crises that have 

been recorded in history. Following logic based on Klein’s findings, we may be able to 

build better recognition-primed behavior in our emergency responders as well. 

 

3.4.4 Dynamic Visualization for Sense-making 
 

While there is often little time for reflection during an emergency response effort, 

there is plenty of time for reflection after the fact. The ideal training tool for simulating 

an emergency response effort is unlikely to be the ideal tool for dissecting performance 

and considering behavior modification for next time similar conditions arise. Thankfully, 

there is an emergent field of dynamic visualization that can advise us how to best build a 

review tool with which to provide an in-depth evaluation of a simulated emergency 

response session. The literature is full of hundreds of examples of how visual analytics 

can enlighten a team of individuals through sense-making activities spurred on by an 

interactive, dynamic, visualization tool. Building an appropriate dynamic visualization 

tool and demonstrating its worth independent of the simulation tool should shed light on 
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additional tools to improve our abstract cognition when thinking about emergency 

response in general. 
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Chapter 4 – Preliminary Development and Testing of a Role Simulator 
 

We believe that our first challenge was to verify that a role simulation tool would 

show potential for improving a first responder’s depth of understanding when considering 

their individual effort within the emergency response effort as a whole. We concluded the 

tool’s potential was best verified through demonstration of a tool to an emergency 

response team. We attended two emergency response drills that took place at two 

Emergency Operation Centers (EOC): The University of Washington (UW) EOC drilling 

a delivery truck accident scenario that released a chlorine gas plume into the 

environment, and the UW Hospital EOC drilling a tampered water supply scenario. Both 

EOCs follow the National Incident Management Structure (NIMS) recommendation for 

organizational structure during incident response – organizing the effort among four key 

response teams within the EOC: planning, operations, logistics, and finance/accounting. 

We watched the drills looking for an acceptable pilot team of personnel with which to 

present our ideas on role improvement through simulation. 

 

Based on their identifiable tasks and their willingness to work with us, we chose 

the medical logistics team within the UW Hospital EOC and contacted the emergency 

response coordinator, Tamlyn Thomas, to coordinate working with the University of 

Washington hospital emergency response medical logics team. Through interview and 

observation, we identified five roles the medical logistics team needs to perform during a 

community-wide crisis response, having watched similar tasks in action during the water 

contamination scenario played out in the EOC command room in the center of the UW 

Hospital. Our emergency hospital evacuation scenario includes medical logistics roles 

comprising of five overlapping tasks: 

 

• Hospital Transportation Coordinator coordinates patient evacuation through close 
work with the hospital evacuation and floor coordinators. 
 

• Hospital Control coordinator provides an external facilitation role with those at 
the evacuating and receiving hospitals. 
 

• Fire Department Transport Coordinator coordinates fire department personnel in 
the removal of patients from the evacuating hospital. 
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• Receiving Hospital Coordinator One coordinates patient deliveries to hospital 

one. 
 

• Receiving Hospital Coordinator Two coordinates patient deliveries to hospital 
two. 
 

We concluded that these five roles all have clear and distinct goals with 

overlapping data needs that require a shared common operating picture (a key base 

requirement for requiring distributed cognition). Specifically, data we would need to 

represent in a role simulator includes: 

 

• Supplies and materials 
• Transportation routes and vehicles 
• Patients in the evacuating hospital 
• Emergency response personnel 

 

We built a training simulator for the first role listed above, the Hospital 

Transportation Coordinator, who coordinates patient evacuation through close work with 

the hospital evacuation and floor coordinators and other key roles in the emergency 

evacuation scenario. In building the training simulator, we implemented the system 

architecture we had been promoting and refining for a year though interaction with the 

National Visualization and Analytics Center (NVAC) community. Our resultant 

architecture, as used in our first simulation runs, is shown in Figure 3.  

 

                 

     Figure 3 – RimSim computer-mediated simulation support architecture 
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We introduced the word RimSim as a simple name for grouping together software-

supported services that could support visual, thoughtful interaction with a simulation of 

any emergency response crisis scenario anywhere around the Pacific Rim. In this regard, 

we use the word RimSim to describe any system where we are using the architecture 

presented in Figure 3 to support planning and training activities of one or more first 

responders considering an emergency response scenario.  

 

We attended the Visual Analytics Science and Technology conference in 

Sacramento, California on October 31-November 2, 2007 (VAST 2007), to present the 

RimSim architecture and a plan for its use in pursuing a research agenda to a Doctoral 

Colloquium review panel of five well-known visual analytics specialists and the general 

visualization specialists in the audience who were invited to attend. The RimSim 

architecture provides a modular software development process whereby any of the 

software modules identified as diagram boxes in Figure 3 can be improved and iterated 

upon independently of the others. The interface between any two modules can be 

negotiated as new characteristics and needs of any particular module require a change in 

message passing to other modules in a system built using the RimSim architecture as a 

blueprint. Each of the modules provides well-defined services to the rest of the modules 

as a coordinated system. 

 

Because many of the emergency threats around the Pacific Rim exist due to 

natural threats (e.g. earthquake, volcano eruption, tsunami, and wind storm), the RimSim 

architecture provides a module that can drive simulation attributes based on physical 

earth science models (e.g. tectonic, hydrological, and weather). These earth science 

models exist as forcing agents in predictive models around the Pacific Rim, such as exists 

within the PRISM community in the Puget Sound watershed of King County, 

Washington in the United States [117]. 

 

Manmade simulation services suggest a tighter coupling with the simulation 

attributes as many of the simulation attributes can effect the simulation whereas 

simulation attributes are not able to significantly affect the forces of earth science 
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processes. As a result, the RimSim architecture shows simulation services containing 

closely knit simulation engine and simulation attributes modules. The simulation engine 

module runs a time step code loop that keeps the simulation coherent over time. The 

simulation attributes module keeps track of the state of the simulation through value pairs 

of attributes and values of those attributes. For example, if a truck is deployed to deliver 

supplies to a location, the truck is tracked through an array of simulation attributes such 

as truck1_latitude, truck1_longitude, truck1_supply1_allocation, etc. Simulation 

attributes can be added and removed by the simulation engine, but are only added 

through the earth science data and agent predictions module. 

 

A simulation scenario developer can extend the heuristics support module to 

calculate heuristics being used in an emergency response scenario. Heuristics are often 

documented by subgroups of an emergency response team and are agreed upon as 

support algorithms for first responder behavior. Potential heuristics that wish to be 

considered can also be encoded within the heuristics support module and implemented to 

support agents being run in code.  

 

The communications hub communicates the state of simulation services and the 

heuristics support to the role players who are using the simulation services to play a 

scenario. Both asynchronous communication services and synchronous communication 

services can be encoded in models that match a messaging protocol for influencing the 

simulation or receiving communications from the simulation as to the state of simulation 

attributes at any time step. 

 

Asynchronous communication services allow software developers to add popular 

computer-mediated communications features to the simulation session. For example, a 

bulletin board can be provided that allows participants to leave messages and check 

messages during the course of a simulation session. Other potential asynchronous 

features include e-mail, video posting, presentation services, and spreadsheets. 
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Synchronous communication services allow software developers to integrate real-

time communications links to the simulation. Text chat, instant messaging, video and 

audio streams are just some of the possible synchronous communication services in 

which messages to and from the simulation services modules can be incorporated. 

 

To help with coherent message passing between the communications hub and the 

visualization client that presents the state of the simulation to a participant, relational 

database services are available to provide a proper data model in which to connect data 

visualization views. The participant can change these views through the interaction 

widgets module and the participant can maintain the overall appearance of the views 

through the attribute management module. The visualization client architecture follows 

the Improvise modular model described previously. 

 

When we presented the architecture to the doctoral colloquium, the panel 

suggested no significant updates to this presented architecture, and neither did the 

broader audience during the ten-minute question and answer period. Instead, useful 

suggestions were all directed towards possible implementation of both the synchronous 

and asynchronous communication services. The panel’s review focus certainly cemented 

our already anticipated growing emphasis on social cognition as critical when evaluating 

the effectiveness of group analytical visualization tools. 

 

Although we had already presented at the colloquium before attending the 

lunchtime awards ceremony, we see considerable alignment between Card’s augmented 

cognition features in Figure 2 and the features of our RimSim architecture in Figure 3. To 

align the two figures, we suggest synchronous and asynchronous modules emphasize 

social cognition process in tools created with the architecture; we suggest the attribute 

management, interaction widgets, and interactive data visualization views provide 

dynamic visualization services to our tools; and we suggest all other modules assist in 

augmenting the human’s computing capacity through useful machine algorithms (such as 

simulation services, heuristics computation services, earth science prediction services, 

and agent behavior prediction services). Adding a communications hub and a relational 
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database, for quick and efficient data sharing among multiple tool users, adds the 

connectivity Card suggests is so critical to optimally amplify cognition. The correlation 

of our suggested architecture to a wise and well-traveled researcher’s words of wisdom to 

the entire visualization community present at its annual conference reinforced out belief 

our architecture was ready for use.  

 

Focusing on a single role let us explore a typical emergency response role within 

the context of visualizing a community-wide event. Figure 4 shows our interface with red 

icons representing hospital locations and blue icons representing warehouse locations 

(where medical supplies are inventoried in King County). We use blue-purple shaded 

circles to represent current supply levels at each warehouse and yellow shaded circles to 

identify demand for materials at each hospital. We chose the blue-yellow scheme to avoid 

common color-blindness troubles for our users. Truck icons show delivery truck 

locations. Supply trucks are queued at each warehouse location at the start of the 

simulation. Medical logicians determine routes between hospitals in advance based on 

driver training and the routes the medical logistics team identifies as known and easily 

used without likely driver confusion. Tabular output for supply, demand, and route 

combinations are provided in the right pane of the single role simulator interface shown 

in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 – An allocation of medical resources planning and training tool 
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Using the tool, routes can be evaluated visually using a mouse rollover response 

mechanism whereby routes then appear as seen in Figure 5. As a route is selected, the 

current route duration is presented so the medical logistics role player can consider that 

route. In all, 72 different routes were available for evaluation and selection during our 

pilot tests. The medical supply logician role-player loads supplies on a delivery truck 

according to the role-player’s desired delivery amount by hospital on the route. The truck 

attempts to make the deliveries as requested, extending or contracting the estimated 

duration based on real-time conditions within the simulation. 

 

  
                  Figure 5 – Evaluation of a supply truck route for potential assignment 

 

We chose 72 routes as representative and sufficient to capture the essence of the 

allocation role as the team explained it to us. We worked with Onur Mete, a University of 

Washington graduate student focusing on optimization, to solve the allocation problem 

using a linear programming model. By solving the optimal allocations mathematically, 

we could compare the role player’s attempt to an optimized ideal and provide feedback to 

the player. We could then listen to justifications we might have not thought about and use 

that feedback to improve our interface to make it more authentic to the success of the 

task. 
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Our preliminary results showed that a medical supply allocation role player could 

use the interface to repeatedly practice their allocation task. Of the six emergency 

responders we asked to use our tool, their ability to satisfy hospital demand ran at 

approximately 80% of what the optimization model suggested should be possible. Many 

times, the user’s hesitation to allocate resources fully suggested a concern to us about 

anticipated future conditions that were not programmed into the optimization model. 

Because our simulator provided stochastic demand increases and new supply restocking 

arrivals at warehouse locations, we observed the role player hesitate at various times in 

releasing a truck when a new supply amount seemed eminent to arrive at a warehouse 

that would then significantly change her strategy. 

 

Demonstration of our role simulator to the hospital emergency response 

coordinator gave us hope such training simulators could provide great benefit as both a 

planning and training tool, but needed to be played in conjunction with other team 

responsibilities to better represent the cognitive skill needed within an EOC at crisis time. 

Having gained confidence with work on a specific role, and realizing how many potential 

different roles we might be able to help train with our tool, we began working on a 

generic base simulator framework that could be rapidly modified to support a wide range 

of emergency response roles. We also made note of how time consuming testing a role 

simulator could be with emergency personnel that don’t often have the luxury of 

providing their attention to researchers during their work shift. As a result we committed 

to making the simulator run on as many computing platforms as possible. 
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Chapter 5 – Developing Computer-based Agents to Facilitate Planning and Training 
 

We implemented our base emergency response planning and training framework 

in software in order to be able to test its merits and iterate its design based on feedback 

from emergency response personnel. Our software implementation follows the 

architectural design originally published in the 2008 IEEE International Conference on 

Technologies for Homeland Security proceedings [118]. Using that software, we ran 

studies of distributed heuristics simulated by agents in a software-based emergency 

simulation tool we call RimSim:Response (RSR) that lets us study the effectiveness of 

emergency response heuristics while at the same time lets us verify our approach to 

implementing agents that can simulate any heuristic we want to involve in a distributed 

cognition emergency response scenario. 

 

5.1 RimSim: Response for Emergency Response Simulation 
 

We ran weekly tests of our software implementation to verify smooth and 

coherent multi-player use and iterate upon our design for a better player experience. The 

RSR software lets us: 

 

• Build a scenario anywhere on the planet through a drag-and-drop interface on 

top of a virtual Earth-based globe. 

• Generate multiple roles based on jurisdictions within the geospatial extent of 

the scenario. 

• Apply an agent heuristic and a communication strategy to a role in preparation 

for a simulation session using that agent. 

• Delegate a role to a live player who performs that role within the simulation 

session – using the graphical interface to aid in her performance. 

 

Various parameters are available to vary the scenario in which the emergency 

response simulation takes place. Incidents that demand resources in order to administer 

response services can be set up to trigger at geospatial locations over a specific timeline 
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or time distribution. Resources can be allocated to players with geospatial starting 

positions. 

 

In the course of our research, the RSR simulator became a test bed for planning 

and training for emergency response scenarios. Test plans can be run with live players or 

computer-based agents in either local or remote-over-the-Internet mode. We spent 

hundreds of hours developing RSR to be flexible for testing a wide range of scenarios. 

Scenarios can be developed with a scenario developer tool that allows for a visual 

scenario build on top of the NASA World Wind whole Earth drill-down visualization 

system. Seven scenarios have been built to-date to look at four location-based 

communities with different characteristics of interest: 

 

• Seattle, WA for a focus on a water barrier environment with unique 

geographical characteristics. 

• Vancouver, BC for a focus on a large center metropolitan island with 

surrounding suburban communities. 

• Christchurch, NZ for a focus on further distributed communities with natural 

mountainous barriers between. 

• Detroit, MI for a focus on an international border for multi-team organization 

based on nationality. 

 

Three thematic scenarios have been built with differing characteristics in terms of the 

incidents and resources required to respond effectively: 

 

• Earthquake, with spread out incidents but with many intense incidents 

occurring within close proximity. 

• Tsunami, with incidents skewed closer to water sources than Earthquake and 

requiring help from an inland jurisdiction. 

• Man-made bomb, with a single major epicenter for incidents – requiring help 

from neighboring jurisdictions to keep up. 
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Currently, as a ubiquitous tool, emergency professionals can edit these scenarios 

interactively within the scenario configuration tool. The tool enables its user to iteratively 

change: 

 

• jurisdiction boundaries between players. 

• off-limits areas within the community (such as water and mountainous areas). 

• incident locations, quantities, resource demands, and trigger timings. 

• starting resource levels and locations. 

 

Since the scenario configuration tool is highly visual and interactive, a 

demonstration of the tool is warranted in lieu of a long and inefficient written description 

and is included in this document’s accompanying video made available online at 

http://bdcampbell.net/thesis_video.html. Once a scenario has been created, it can be 

played many times with agents or live players to look for improvements in strategy and 

then be practiced for plan execution by one or more human players. 

 

Upon attending tens of emergency response and visual analytics conferences, live 

exercises and business meetings among emergency response personnel, we learned 

without question how important it is to polish any simulation tool before requesting 

precious time from emergency response personnel who are burnt out mentally from being 

provided so many technology support tools for their jobs. To be considerate, we have 

focused heavily on related emergency response published literature and disclosures made 

at emergency response meetings, conferences, and live exercises in order to design our 

simulator. Accordingly, it is essential that we be well organized when requesting 

emergency response teams to participate in the simulation sessions that will be key tests 

of the hypotheses of this doctoral thesis.  

 

Consequently, our approach has been to simulate entire participant sessions with 

heuristic agents to remove any kinks from the emergency response simulation process. 

We simulate various agent behaviors through our agent code that varies agent behavior in 

three core facets, the agent’s: 
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• willingness to cross jurisdictional boundaries; 

• communication frequency with other agents and EOC personnel; 

• response behavior to requests for help from other players or agents. 

 

As a result, some agents are more willing to travel long distances to participate in 

incident management, others only stay close to home, some agents are highly 

communicative, others rarely communicate, and some agents are highly responsive to 

requests for help versus others that are more reluctant. 

 

We have packaged these characteristics into agents to develop profiles of 

emergency responders that match those of published literature on human behavior. In 

building them, we have focused on rapid construction so that we can interview first 

responders and generate new agents based on their strategies for specific scenarios we 

present to them in table-top exercises.  

 

We believe there is value in presenting the result of our agent-based emergency 

response runs in their own right. These results perform useful sensitivity analyses of our 

simulator when looking for a reasonable ability to inform possible behavior changes for 

better emergency response among teams of responders. Because the simulations are run 

in code, we are able to interface our simulator to a genetic algorithm to quantify the 

potential opportunity for improvement among team heuristics. To use a genetic 

algorithm, we generated a population of encoded strings of heuristic behaviors (called 

chromosomes or the genotype of the genome in the terminology of a genetic algorithm), 

which encoded a random set of candidate solutions (called individuals, creatures, or 

phenotypes) to first responder behavior, and then used chromosome mating and mutation 

techniques to see how the combination of heuristic behaviors evolved toward better 

solutions (through the evaluation of those combinations as simulation session runs).  

 

Figure 6 shows the RSR in action for the Seattle-based scenario where agents 

drive the behavior of all four roles designed in the scenario editor (north, east, south, and 
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west). The quad-colored diamond icons show current outstanding demand for resources 

at an incident location. The resources that can satisfy the demand are shown as smaller 

circular icons with type represented by colors that match the respective incident icon 

quadrants. Yellow lines show the path resources en route are taking to an incident 

location while white lines show a potential path being evaluated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A resource reduces incident demand as soon as it is identified for allocation, but 

can be redirected at any point in time whereby the demand returns to pre-allocation state. 

Once all required resources reach an incident location, the incident is removed from its 

visible location and resources are available for redistribution to other incidents. The left-

hand pane shows the messaging traffic between players or agents and resource layers can 

be toggled for visibility. The viewpoint is pre-defined based on the bounding box for 

each role’s home jurisdiction with the EOC role viewpoint providing a full view of all 

jurisdictions involved in the simulation. The simulation ends when all incidents have 

been triggered and resolved by the allocation of demanded resources. 

 

Figure 6 – An RSR Session in Action 
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Our team ran eighty-nine simulation sessions using both computer-based agents 

and live players. To play as a live player, a team member used his or her mouse to drag 

resources from their current location to the incident they wished to resolve. The response 

within the visualization to all other players appeared identical to the agent-based mode. 

 

Once we felt comfortable that both live players and agents were consistently 

applying resources as intended, we built facilities to run emergency response scenario 

sessions automatically via a configuration file. To seed configuration files for multiple 

sessions, we incorporated and extended the popular Genetic Algorithm Java 

Implementation Toolkit (GAJIT) to encode each role on a genome that we designed (such 

that each possible behavioral heuristic the role could implement was represented by a 

series of 0s and 1s) and to produce a configuration file by interpreting its genes, thus 

implementing the heuristics encoded in the genes for each role, for each simulation 

session. Interpreting each genome as a blueprint to seed simulation first responder 

behavior conditions let us run emergency response scenarios with multiple agent 

heuristics and optimize group behavior based on any evaluation metric that could be 

calculated in code.  

 

We performed a simulator sensitivity study by applying the genetic algorithm 

(GA) to a scenario with four first responder roles, making four different response 

heuristics available to each role and four different inter-agent communication strategies 

available to each role as well. With such genomic encoding, each scenario role could thus 

simulate 16 different responder profiles (4 times 4) and each profile could be expressed 

zero, one, two, three, or four times in a simulator session. 

 

In the experiment shown in Figure 7, we chose an evaluation metric based on 

resource effectiveness and responder performance solution time that would evaluate the 

effectiveness of the emergency response effort throughout the simulation. We set the 

incidents to occur every seven seconds and an intermediate score to be calculated as a 

fraction of total resource demand met divided by total resource demand (calculated 

immediately when the new incident was announced, but not including its new resource 
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demand burden on the session). We then weighted the fractional value evenly by each 

intermediate score to get a single quantitative evaluation for that emergency response 

scenario session. The GA was able to significantly improve team success as identified by 

the plot of quantitative evaluation as seen in Figure 7. Each series of simulation sessions 

improved over time with time represented on the x-axis from left to right and the level of 

first response efficiency vertical on the y-axis. 

 

  
 

 

Figure 7 shows the improvement in first response evaluation over time of six 

different simulated chromosomal populations that were mutated (average of one bit per 

chromosome per population) and cross-bred (average of two cross-over points) over time 

with a 15% elite rate and 40% cull rate to produce the next generation. Each population 

has twenty chromosomes and is bred six times to produce seven generations. All 140 

resultant chromosomes (20 x 7) are evaluated using the average intermediary value 

described above. The results for that population are then ordered an assigned a number 

from lowest score to highest. 

 

Figure 7 – Representative result of GA-driven RSR runs 
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In all six starting populations of twenty chromosomes, no procedurally-derived 

simulation session response effort scored higher than 0.8. In all six ending populations, 

no procedurally-derived simulation session response effort scored lower than 0.96. 

Conservatively, that is at least a 20% increase in meeting demand, just by letting the GA 

attempt to optimize the emergency response effort. Not only that, but all six populations 

converged on a similar mix of agent profiles for the roles that performed best. 

 

This preliminary result showed promise in suggesting the genetic algorithm as a 

vigorous way to test out our simulation framework as working properly, while at the 

same time providing feedback on the merit of allocating different response heuristics in 

different team combinations for man-made and natural scenarios. The experiment showed 

how the GA could improve first-responder effort over time through simulation feedback. 

We began to expect it would do the same for live role-players as it would do for agents or 

a mix of agents and live players. 

 

In order to verify that these results were not exclusive to our initial generic classes 

of scenarios, we built our scenario editor with help from Konrad Schroder of the 

University of Washington Human Interface Technology Laboratory in order to generate 

thousands of different scenarios through both random and GA-based design. We provided 

the tool seen in Figure 8 to let anyone handcraft a scenario they wanted to provide for use 

in the RSR simulator (including those scenarios that were meant to represent known 

event classes of incidents like earthquake, tsunami, and man-made bomb). 

 

We found a consistent pattern for finding improved team heuristics across all the 

scenarios we created using our scenario editor and, as a result, felt motivated to add new 

features to further vary scenario session play in our future work. 
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Upon completing the above range of live player and computer code agent-driven 

simulation sessions, we learned that our approach could be flexible in allowing a 

simulation session developer to code an emergency response scenario using the RimSim 

architecture as a guide. The RSR rendition allows for matching available first responder 

participation wishes to the simulator: Those who wish to participate can have their roles 

set up as live participant roles while those who wish not to participate can have their roles 

simulated in code based on modeling their role as best as possible using expert system 

techniques. 

 

In our eighty-nine sessions among members of the RSR testing team, we allowed 

each participant to choose to run live or as an agent within their geographical jurisdiction. 

The software behaved stably and responsively to allow each participant to reflect upon 

their role’s participation and consider how they might improve their participation next 

time (either though playing the role in a real-time simulation with others differently or 

through suggesting changes to be made to the underlying agent behavior algorithms). 

    Figure 8 – The RSR configuration editor modifying a Detroit-based Scenario 
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Our various runs of 140 scenario sessions to support our genetic algorithm 

investigation ran without crashing suggesting that the software was ready for intense use 

if five roles were to be supported in a simulation of similar magnitude to our pilot 

scenarios. We needed to find a specific scenario that could provide value to a team of 

emergency responders and also allow us to encode the scenario following the RimSim 

architecture blueprint. Our pilot period suggested we were ready to use the RSR in 

focused user subject experiments. 

 

As we aimed to use software to support emergency response team training, and 

the RSR software was built to focus on enabled real-time simulated role-play, we felt the 

need to also provide a visual analytics tool that would allow a team of RSR session 

players to review their simulation session in an interactive querying approach that might 

suggest reflective, thoughtful analysis.  We called such a tool RimSim: Visualization 

(RSV) 

 
5.2 Dynamic Visualization for Sense-making 
 

To develop a tool to help evaluators perform sense-making analyses of emergency 

response team role-play sessions, we formed a relationship with Chris Weaver at the 

Penn State GeoVista Center [119]. Weaver maintains an interactive, real-time visual 

analytics platform he calls Improvise. Through his dissertation and various academic 

papers, Weaver has demonstrated that his toolkit is very powerful for building visual 

analytic tools for reviewing complex processes and data intensive phenomena in many 

different fields of study [98]. We spent considerable time working with Weaver to build a 

tool that could let first responder teams evaluate their performance in an emergency 

response effort. Our instincts told us that understanding how best to evaluate emergency 

response scenarios would shed much light on the necessary design of the simulator tool 

so that the evaluation data could be generated for review sessions. 
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A community-wide emergency response effort would suggest both a geospatial 

and temporal evaluation of key variable states throughout the length of the effort. Starting 

from that core evaluation tool requirement, we added additional visual query features and 

integrated them with existing widgets one by one. The result was the two-tabbed visual 

tool presented in Figures 9 and 10. 

 

Figure 9 shows the physical movement of resources over time and the routes 

taken. The spatial visualization takes advantage of many King County emergency 

response data sets. Each visual glyph on the map in the upper-left is drawn on a layer that 

can be toggled on and off visually. Example layers include the location of hospitals, fire 

hydrants, bus lanes, police stations, fire stations, other public buildings of interest, 

streams, lakes, roads, etc. In the middle of the interface is a miniature community 

coverage map with a green rectangle that can be moved, grown, or shrunk to change the 

larger city map view interactively. 

 

Tabular lists of key strategic glyphs are hyper-linked to locations on the map and 

provide direct movement to their location for consideration of response activity within 

Figure 9 – Improvise Visualization of Resource Movement 
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that area. In the visualization’s upper right, timelines of all actions made by role players 

(releasing a resource for allocation to an incident, for example) are shown as tick marks 

for an overall view of the players’ temporal pattern of response. Each tick mark is 

hyperlinked to the spatial location where that resource was located at the time of the 

decision in order to quickly analyze other variables at that time and place. 

 

The visual component that appears directly below the action tick marks shows the 

timing of communiqués made by role players either to other players or computer-based 

agents involved in the simulation session. These can be correlated with the decisions 

made for the length of the simulation run by locking the two timelines and scrolling them 

in lock step. 

 

Figure 10 shows intra-player communications and decisions in a manner that 

visually exposes relationships between players over time. Again, both messaging and 

action details can be locked to represent the same time period and both can be scrolled in 

unison to visually evaluate characteristics of player interactivity over long or short 

periods.  
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             Figure 10 – Second Tab RSR Evaluation Tool Components 

 

By using this RSV prototypical emergency response effort evaluation tool 

occasionally to review our RSR team play sessions, we were able to gain insight into the 

nature of emergency response and provide ourselves with a rich inner dialog of thought 

on insights represented in the data. We demonstrated the tool to both Tamlyn Thomas, 

the UW Hospital emergency response coordinator and an experienced FEMA emergency 

response coordinator and addressed their review comments in order to produce better 

iterations of our visual analytics tool. 

 

To be able to seed data in the RSV visual analytics tool for evaluation, we coded 

logging statements into the RSR tool in order to generate a text-based file that logs the 

same key session variables that can be imported and visualized with our RSV Improvise-

based tool. In all, we spent hundreds of hours investigating and implementing visual 
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analysis configurations for potentially reviewing RSR simulation team efforts. Since the 

tool is highly interactive and responsive, demonstration of our interactive RSV tool is 

best done via software demonstration. A text-based description is unable to do the tool 

justice as it is intended to engage the dynamic visual cortex more than the fixed image or 

verbal centers of the brain. As a result, we have posted a Web-based, QuickTime-

encoded video of our tools online at http://bdcampbell.net/thesis_video.html. 
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Chapter 6 - Lessons Learned from Pilot Tests of Simulation Tools 
 

The most important lesson we learned through a rigorous pilot testing period was 

that emergency response personnel have demanding jobs that often require 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week, coverage among multiple people who perform community-

critical roles. Because their jobs are so demanding, first responders have very little extra 

time to waste on co-developing “yet another” tool – including a planning and training 

simulator. Live exercises coordinated in EOCs are precious and although planned in 

advance, often lose attendance at the last-minute as the rest of the world requires a 

scheduled participant’s attention. Because first responders work in shifts around the 

clock, most emergency response exercises, like ours, run in parallel to regular job duties. 

 

A gained respect for the cost of first responder personnel time justified us 

spending even more time on our base system development without co-development by 

the first responders we targeted for eventual experimentation. We believe that developing 

the tool and iterating its evolution among a team of developers who have interviewed first 

responders and attended emergency response exercises is a reasonable alternative given 

the realities of the first responder occupation. We may only have one opportunity at 

gaining the trust of an emergency-response team who, in turn, agrees to participate in a 

computer simulation-aided test trial. Every representative group with whom we talked 

complained of being inundated with software solutions that show little respect for the 

first responder’s existing tools, culture, and collaborative process. 

 

By simulating popular first response heuristics in software agents, we have 

learned that jurisdiction is very important as heuristics that work globally in a community 

contribute vary differently than heuristics that are applied to local regions only. This 

finding supports the reality of a jurisdiction approach to emergency response groups 

traditionally defined as police, fire, and medical.  

 

We have found that communication behaviors affect team response significantly 

as well. As we often heard from interviews with first responders that communication 

success is often the most significant variable in an emergency response event. Our 
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software agents show that to be true, as we have learned that team response effort success 

is sensitive to the messaging buffer level variable for communicating help between 

players.  

 

The communication model that we had used for our pilot tests included two 

simplifying attributes that could continue to be adapted in order to better represent the 

reality of emergency response scenarios. First, the communication model assumed that a 

message recipient always receives messages sent by another player clearly and with only 

a minor delay. When watching emergency responders in action, we notice there is a lot of 

echoing where one communicator repeats back what they think they have heard from the 

initiator of the conversation: This echoing step takes time that our computer-based agents 

should reflect to be more realistic. Second, some communication messages never make it 

to the sender’s intended destination (especially technology-mediated ones). As a result 

our communications model could benefit from including a method for degrading 

communication messages and/or the communication channel quality between responders. 

We consider communication channel degradation an important consideration for future 

work. To compensate in our experiments, we decided to use known poor phone 

connections on the UW campus to connect participants. During the drills we experienced 

significant static on the lines as expected from line testing prior to the drills taking place. 

 

We provided four resource types for resource allocation tasks in our pilot studies, 

but differences between resource types consisted solely in the color attribute by which 

each resource was identified. We used other simplifying features in our pilot studies: All 

resources took the same amount of time to reach an incident from another location; all 

resources immediately provided full value upon arrival at the incident; and all resources 

awaited the end of the incident before being reassigned to other incidents.  

 

More often in real emergency response scenarios, resources have different 

characteristics that require different behaviors of use. Some resources, like a fire hose, 

take a long time to extinguish the incident that made the demand. Other resources, like 

food, expire after a certain period of time when they are no longer effective towards 
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satisfying demand. A police officer in a police car arrives at an incident faster than a 

medic on foot. A key goal of our simulator was to be able to represent resources 

faithfully to the scenario our first responder teams wish to use for planning and testing. 

As a result, our response class needed to have a process by where a subclass could be 

created for unique resource representations.  To prepare for our hospital resource 

allocation experiments, we generated floor nurse, human patient-assistant, wheelchair, 

monitor, and ventilator classes as available resources.  

 

In our pilot tests, we used a single incident type, but varied the resource demand 

each incident requests in order to satisfy the incident’s requirements. In reality, incidents 

have different characteristics that require different behaviors of expression. Some 

incidents, like a fire burning outdoors in a windy and dry environment, magnify in 

resource demand as time passes without resolution. Some incidents, like a contained 

house fire, conclude even if no resources ever arrive to resolve them. Some incidents, like 

those spawned by a knife-wielding madman, move over time. Our simulator goal is to be 

able to represent incidents faithfully to the scenario our first responder teams wish to use 

for planning and testing. As a result, our incident class needed to have a process by where 

a subclass could be created for unique resource representations.   

 

Through our pilot study period, we were surprised by our inability to predict 

which combination of first response heuristics would best meet a scenario response 

effort, no matter what metric we used to determine success. Choosing a specific success 

metric has been very difficult as we find issues with every success metric we have chosen 

to date. As a result, we have not found a single metric that can predict the best 

combination of agent characteristics for multiple agents within a team of agents. We 

agree with Endsley’s suggestion that we use many different evaluation methods [36]. 

 

In anticipation of the general exam process by which our thesis, hypothesis, 

objectives, and work schedule eventually would be appraised, we sponsored a 

brainstorming session at the UW Human Interface Technology Laboratory to receive 

feedback regarding what the RSR project team members thought were our most 
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important tasks to accomplish before suggesting that more formal emergency response 

teams test the emergency response tool with us. We seeded the discussion with the work 

we believed would be most relevant in pursuing and received feedback as to priorities 

and additional thoughts. We learned that collaborative project teams that watched a user 

group in action and then worked together closely for a significant time period (18 months 

in this case) would all gain a natural consensus of next steps associated with the project. 

The project team’s brainstormed suggestions were nearly identical to our own work plan 

but together independently for our doctoral experiments. 

 

As we continued to improve the tool for rapid generation of scenarios, heuristic 

support policies, and inter-agent communication strategies, we made it possible to encode 

a wider range of scenarios into the tool for emergency response effort study and training 

role-play. 

 

Because we found that inter-agent communication is a sensitive variable to 

response effort success, we continued to discuss and consider better communication 

features between agents to better simulate communications between humans who 

participate in a simulated emergency response session. We also needed to build a better 

interface for live simulation role players to communicate with simulated software agents. 

 

Through the pilot testing, we were able to iterate upon our first responder design 

in order to improve the: 

 

• Ability of our tool to model an emergency response scenario in a manner 

appropriate for simulating a realistic scenario for first responder training. 

 

• Ability of our tool to provide an interface that faithfully represents the 

cognitive load of performing the emergency response roles identified by a 

hospital evacuation scenario. 
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• Ability of our visual sense-making analytics tool to provide insight on any run 

simulation session to suggest role-play improvements. 

 

• Ability of our tool to simulate degradation in the communications channel 

between response agents. 

 

As a result, we decided that our simulation tool was ready for empirical 

evaluation in more robust experiments. The core of our experimental design reflects the 

use of our simulator with specific emergency response scenarios suggested by existing 

teams of emergency response personnel with whom we worked extensively including: 

 

• The University of Washington hospital medical logistics team. 

• The University of Washington police department. 

• The Seattle area coast guard logistics team at the Joint Harbor Operations 

Center 

 

To test the hypotheses of this dissertation it was determined to investigate a 

significant emergency hospital evacuation scenario with at least one of the above 

emergency response teams. Since we had developed good relations with team leaders, we 

discussed our goals of experimentation with the hopes of finding willing participants in 

our experiments. Due to the lack of availability of police and Coast Guard personnel we 

placed our emphasis on the UW medical logistics team.  

 

Our various pilot studies of the various incarnations of the emergency response 

simulator were conducted over a period from June 2007 to September 2009. At the end of 

our pilot period, we identified five major task categories associated with the work needed 

to finish our software implement. We had to: 

 

• iterate on our simulator code to improve the emergency response scenario 

session experience and adapt it to a hospital evacuation scenario. 
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• encode the hospital evacuation scenario we intended to use for our major 

experiments with domain specialist groups – this required consulting with 

those who have knowledge in all aspects of such scenarios. 

 

• run informal pilot tests with the UW Medical Logistics team to make sure the 

software was usable without requiring undue attention to the interface. 

 

• encode our data needs from the hospital evacuation scenario into our data 

model and encode situation awareness performance metrics from which we 

can evaluate performance, and then 

 

• iterate on our visual analytics approach to evaluating emergency response 

scenario sessions in order to run future sessions of the hospital evacuation 

scenario looking for improved performance. 

 

Although we had implemented a strong framework for running emergency 

response planning and training sessions, we continued to consider the development of 

new environmental modules to include specific variables for the scenarios our 

experimental subjects require. We continued to demonstrate the competent extension of 

core agent types to support specific roles identified by our target emergency response 

team: the medical logistics team with whom we had been working. Before we ran each 

scenario with our target domain expert teams, we continued to run pilot tests with the 

RimSim: Response software to find glaring errors in our interface design and simulation 

play. After running the scenario often with knowledgeable role players, we were able to 

test each role module with an agent in order to reach acceptable behavior to the RimSim: 

Response team’s satisfaction. We used our agent-driven simulation sessions to visualize 

agent behavior and share those visualizations with a coordinator of our target domain 

expert team in order to verify their efficacy.
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Chapter 7 – Hospital Evacuation Scenario Development 

 
Integrating the tools developed and distilling the insight gained in the research 

described previously, we were ready to develop a simulation tool tailored to the needs of 

hospital emergency first responders.  We worked with Tamlyn Thomas of the UW 

Medical Center and her colleagues at the King County Healthcare Coalition (KCHC) to 

develop our simulator roles for the specific hospital evacuation scenario they had 

identified as a critical skills development and assessment scenario. Through various 

meetings and publications, an example being the overall flowchart in Appendix I, the 

KCHC convinced us that they strongly believed training for a major hospital evacuation 

scenario would build critical emergency response competence within the King County 

community in Washington State. In parallel with our general scenario software simulator 

development, the coalition reviewed and adjusted scenario roles, responsibilities, and 

cross-communication details associated with hospital evacuation. While they worked on 

the human aspects of the scenario, we researched artifact development for computer-

based support as a potential training tool that could provide long-term benefit to hospital 

evacuation preparedness. 

 

As a result of a focused brainstorming session with the RimSim:Response team, 

we ascertained a strong vision of what needed to be done to modify our software in order 

to test our two hypotheses: 

 

• A multi-user situational simulation environment can be effectively used as a 
training tool for generating insight among emergency response personnel. 

 
• A multi-user situational simulation environment can be effectively used as a 

training tool for improving situation awareness among emergency response 
personnel. 

 

To be able to test these hypotheses, we made changes to the simulator software 

components. We added new resource subclasses to include equipment resources that 

patients would need to have access to throughout their stay in a hospital. We added 

incident subclasses that were specific to response needs of patients in a hospital. We 
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added the ability for incidents to be dependent on one another such that one incident had 

to be responded to completely before the next incident could be considered. And, we 

implemented a situation awareness scoring algorithm that would give players a rough 

estimate of how well they were responding to the current crisis as a team. 

 

Upon outlining the code work, we approached the KCHC to help us effectively 

integrate simulator use into training drill support and research experiments in order to test 

our first hypothesis. We were able to modify and use an emergency hospital evacuation 

scenario developed in conjunction with the emergency response drill coordinator at the 

UW Medical Center, Tamlyn Thomas. The KCHC met independently to document the 

hospital evacuation scenario. As a result of their work, the team produced, and provided 

to me, the written documents shown in Appendix I. 

 

Hospital evacuation is performed by defined roles identified in a variety of 

manuals and specifications maintained by the King County Emergency Response 

committee. A Hospital Evacuation Coordinator (HEC) in the evacuating hospital begins 

the emergency evacuation process by contacting all evacuating hospital floor 

coordinators who then provide a patient status report for all patients on each floor. The 

HEC contacts the prearranged Hospital Control (HC) contact at an external location to 

report on the current situation. The HC contacts the Fire Department who selects a Fire 

Department Transport Coordinator (FDTC) to be in charge of all physical patient removal 

performed by Fire Department staff. The HEC also contacts the evacuating hospital’s 

Hospital Transportation Coordinator (HTC) who is responsible for coordinating patient 

transfer with the FDTC. A Patient Tracking Officer and/or Patient Movement 

Coordinator may be involved in the communications between the HEC and HTC. 

 

To negotiate patient allocation away from the evacuating hospital, the HC 

communicates with each Receiving Hospital Coordinators (RHC) to prepare the receiving 

hospitals for the receipt of evacuated patients and gain agreement for transfer. The flow 

of communications between emergency hospital evacuation scenario roles is shown in 

Figure 11. 
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   Figure 11 – Emergency Hospital Evacuation Roles and Communications 

 
7.1 The Hospital Evacuation Scenario Preparations 
 

With help from the KCHC, we were able to generate different patient incident 

classes that each required creative response unique to incident type. We were also able to 

generate different vehicle resource classes that would require creative matching of patient 

needs to vehicular capabilities. These incident and resource classes continued to be 

iterated upon for scenario performance training and improvement up to the time we 

performed the experiment that would test our second hypothesis.  
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In order to be able to evaluate emergency response participation, we enhanced the 

RimSim software so that it would generate and store the more relevant data we believed 

would be most important to visualizing emergency response team behavior during patient 

evacuation of the UW Medical Hospital to other area hospitals. We needed to capture 

data for the hospital evacuation scenario that would at least provide similar analysis to 

each pilot session we had run.  

 

We further developed our skills in building our evolving data model into visual 

analytics widgets that could best provide insights into role player performance in light of 

overall team performance. As expected from our literature review, we found that the 

Improvise visual analytics framework allowed us to extend the Improvise visualization 

widget library to include our own widgets that were unique to emergency response in 

general and hospital evacuation in particular. In parallel to simulator development, we 

continued to develop useful visual analytics widgets based on feedback from our first 

response experiment participants. 

 

With satisfactory versions of those features in place, we fine-tuned the tool to be 

ready for a variety of experiments that could perform first as agent-based simulations and 

then as live players and mixed live players with agents. To prove the merit of such work, 

we knew our simulator experiments should take place with emergency response 

personnel who could evaluate a simulator and/or analysis tool and demonstrate improved 

insight into better designing their role within the hospital evacuation scenario. 

 

As the final step in preparing our software for hypothesis testing, we chose the 

date of Tuesday, April 20th 2010 as the base date for providing starting conditions for our 

scenario. We obtained the complete list of bed allocations for the UW Medical hospital, 

and seeded our hospital floor plan component with visual representation of all 235 

patients. The KCHC helped us encode patient incident types into visual glyphs that 

contained color coding comprised of two parts: A semi-circular solid color pattern on the 

left-hand side of the glyph would represent the mobility of the patient while a vertical 
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rectangle solid color pattern on the right-hand side of the glyph would represent health 

class designation. The specific color allocations were as follows: 

 

Left-hand mobility encoding color  Significance 
Green      Able to move without assistance 

Yellow      Able to move with wheelchair 

Red      Requires human assistance to move 

 

Right-hand health encoding color  Significance 
Yellow      Stable without monitor 

Pink      Monitored 

Orange      Unstable 

Purple      Critical 

 

Upon placing visual glyphs on the five floors of the hospital to represent patient 

incident types, the patient tracking widget appeared with the five floor starting layouts  

seen in Figure 12. 

 

 
         Figure 12 – Patient visual encoding and distribution by patient floor at startup 
 

 

In preparation for our experiments, we also updated our hospital list and visual 

glyphs (including transportation routes from the UW Medical Center). The KCHC 

provided us with the nineteen hospital care locations that participate in the KCHC and 
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would be contacted by Hospital Control in times of countywide emergency. The final list 

and presentation at software launch time appear in Figure 13. 

 

 
        Figure 13 – Participating hospital list and visual map layout of hospital locations 

 

 

To prepare for our experiments, we color-coded the vehicle resource types 

available for the scenario using the following color scheme: 

 

Vehicle circular glyph color   Significance 
Green      Ambulance 

Yellow      CCT Medic 
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Red      High-end EMS Medic 

Cyan      Eight-Seat Aid Car 

Purple      King County Metro Bus 

 

Because the literature consistently identifies interface as a key experimental 

design factor for software-augmented training tools, we continued to refine and verify our 

hospital evacuation interface with emergency response teams. The interface had been 

developed to test out the usability of our code with general emergency response agents 

instead of specific emergency response roles. This approach had great value for 

extensibility to a wide variety of emergency response scenarios, but we chose a specific 

hospital evacuation scenario to test the flexibility of our approach to encode new 

emergency response scenarios in a timely manner. Much of this work has been incidental, 

and yet necessary, to the hypotheses testing we pursued through formal subject 

experiments. 

 

7.2 Experiment Design 
 

Since we needed to focus our experiment design on testing the two hypotheses, 

we designed experiments with the expectation that both hypotheses could be tested 

simultaneously through dual emergency response drills: the first drill would be run using 

role play without the use of a computer interface for emergency response and the second 

drill would be run with the use of our computer interface. Our agent simulator is used to 

report the state of the hospital evacuation scenario from start until finish. 

 

In the first scenario three key role players would attempt to fulfill their 

responsibilities in a simulated hospital evacuation scenario using the case study we had 

developed with the KCHC. We would use the state of the UW Medical Center on April 

20th, 2010 and the current agreement between KCHC constituent hospital members to 

identify the incidents and resources involved in the simulation. As agreed upon in role 

negotiation, the Hospital Control, Hospital Transportation Coordinator, and Fire 

Department Transport Coordinator would play the simulation live and all other roles 
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would be simulated by software agents. The simulated crisis would not involve any 

mitigating community crises occurring simultaneously that would require additional 

environmental modules to be included in the scenario. 

 

We refined basic performance measurement metrics to be specific to the stated 

case study of an emergency hospital evacuation scenario. Time and motion parameters 

used for the experiment would include averages determined through literature review, 

personal observation, and metrics provided by respected authorities. For example, to 

determine stairwell evacuation times, we considered minimum, maximum, and average 

evacuation times provided by number of steps in the Glasgow Hospital study and 

adjusted them based on timed personal experience of walking the UW Medical staircases 

personally. To determine vehicle travel times to and from UW Medical to other hospitals, 

we used estimated travel times from Google routes provided by the Google Maps 

Application Programming Interface (API) at 2:00pm in the afternoon. Since we would 

use the same time and motion parameters in both experiment sessions, we were not 

concerned about them being exactly precise, but instead realistic. 

 
Prior to running the study at the UW Medical center, the RSR development team 

in Seattle and a team in New Britain, Connecticut (to be introduced later in this 

document) repeatedly ran the RSR simulator in role-play sessions that would indentify 

performance bottlenecks. Upon removing bottlenecks to our satisfaction, we focused our 

attention on developing the appropriate hypothesis metrics to be certain that we collected 

all necessary data, during role-play with the software, for testing our hypotheses. 

 

We attempted to develop the best appropriate metrics regarding insight and 

learning to test our first hypothesis and metrics regarding situation awareness in order to 

test our second hypothesis.  Based upon prior review of the literature and the pilot studies 

above, we decided to test our second hypothesis (situation awareness) with in-simulation 

methods and test our first hypothesis (insight generation) with post-performance review 

metrics (that review all participant communications to agree on insight value as a 

contributor to shared knowledge base). 
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Given that we were working with well-trained, specialized emergency responders, 

we included representative role players in the development of a real-time freeze probe 

questionnaire for testing situation awareness and a post-activity self-rating technique for 

evaluating insight generation. The data collection details of our hypothesis-testing 

metrics are provided further below, but because we anticipated that our findings be highly 

dependent upon our choice of metrics, we first provide the following two sections to 

explain and support our choices.  

 
 
7.3 Measuring Insight from Emergency Response Drills  
 

To test the first hypothesis, we investigated responsive metrics for measuring 

insight. Much had been written about insight as a metric during the years of our simulator 

preparation. Insight has varying definitions that appear to focus on two concrete 

definitions pursued by two distinct research groups — computer scientists and cognitive 

scientists [120]. Computer scientists investigate insight as a contribution to knowledge 

building whereby each insight contributes to a relationally semantic knowledge base that 

enables problem solving and reasoning heuristics. In this regard, each insight is a 

describable incremental piece that adds value to the whole knowledge base — insight as a 

noun. Cognitive scientists investigate insight as a neurological function of the brain’s left 

hemisphere where a new perspective on a problem is gained through a burst of brain 

activity — insight as a verb. 

 

Experiments in the cognitive science realm consistently show a general pattern 

whereby left-brain activity spontaneously erupts in the pattern described as insight after 

the right-brain has been active grasping with a problem domain for a period of time. As a 

result, Chang et al. make a strong argument for using the knowledge-based insight metric 

for evaluating the value of external artifacts over the spontaneous thought metric because 

the former appears to be a necessary precedent to the latter given enough focused thought 

time with a robust enough knowledge base [120]. Since we are interested in improving 

performance in emergency response scenarios, we are limited by rules, regulations, and 
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legal actions that can be taken by first responders under the urgency and duress of a first 

response crisis event. Spontaneous insight as “aha moment” may be very useful for long-

term planning processes, but insight that leads to better actions in response to the current 

crisis conditions suggests that insight to build a better knowledge base for improving 

distributed cognition is a useful metric in its own right. 

 

Developing the hospital evacuation scenario as a realistic activity to build 

emergency response skills in the community had already required insight from all role 

players involved in the scenario. The KCHC agreed to a five-step process for training 

participants in their responsibilities during a hospital evacuation scenario. The five steps, 

listed chronologically, involve discussions to scope the scenario, a tabletop exercise to 

run through the scenario in front of all KCHC members, a paper-based drill to role-play 

the scenario, a computer-based drill to role-play the scenario, and a physical drill with 

actors to represent patients in need of evacuation.  

 

We anticipated that the five-steps would likely provide insight at each step of the 

process. We have described the insights that the scenario development team gained 

through the various discussions they shared and documented through the scenario-

scoping period and consider that part of our experiment preparation period. Below we 

also describe the insights that were gained during the regional evacuation tabletop 

exercise that occurred at Evergreen Hospital on March 3, 2010. This also occurred before 

we ran our experiments to compare paper-based drills with computer-based drills in order 

to evaluate the ability of each to provide insight to drill participants. In those 

experiments, we would identify insights and evaluate them in terms of their incremental 

value to the knowledge base associated with emergency response to a hospital evacuation 

scenario. 

 

We would use our post-session visual analytics tool to review all communications 

between players and earmark communications that the team agreed represented insight 

into the knowledge-base necessary to succeed at the hospital evacuation activity. The 
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team would then provide their own rating scale, which we would document and then 

challenge the team to use consistently between drill session evaluations. 

 

Insights come from many people and places when developing relevant and 

representative scenarios for training first responders. In the case of the KCHC hospital 

evacuation scenario, the council met many times to build a scenario that would refine and 

test developed guidelines and procedures. Scenario developers met often in groups of 

twos and threes, with Tamlyn Thomas often in attendance. Document review sessions 

revisited existing forms and procedures mandated or recommended by national and 

regional standards. Roles and responsibilities were reviewed over and over in order to 

make sure the roles and responsibilities associated with a hospital evacuation were 

appropriately in line with document completion and successful first response as identified 

by the National Incident Management System (NIMS). 

 
As stakeholders began to reach a consensus regarding regional hospital 

evacuation roles and procedures, the council determined enough progress had been made 

to warrant a tabletop exercise be run with all key stakeholders in attendance. In the past, 

tabletop exercises had provided new insight and challenged previous insights through 

rigorous discussion of regional first response activities through focus on a particular first 

response scenario. Nothing in the nature of a hospital evacuation scenario suggested 

similar insight would not be gained through a regional medical evacuation tabletop 

exercise. The KCHC convened on March 3rd, 2009 , in for a “Regional Medical 

Evacuation Tabletop Exercise and Pediatric Annex Education Session”. The pediatric 

annex was chosen as a special sub-interest component of the broader tabletop activity 

since the hosting hospital could easily provide a pediatric team to attend the session. 

 

The session ran for three hours with the first hour spent with a review of the 

current rendition first response documents developed for emergency response purposes 

(these documents continue to be iterated upon today and will continue to be iterated for 

the foreseeable future). As the KCHC already felt confident about the documents that had 

been provided and had discussed them heavily before the organizing the tabletop session, 
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no insights were raised during the first hour of the March 3rd session. As invited 

observers, we noticed a clear consensus and appreciation for the state of the documents 

being used to advise and report upon the tabletop exercise that was to be run during hours 

two and three of the March 3rd KCHC meeting. 

 

Before beginning the tabletop exercise, the session coordinator reiterated the goal 

of the exercise explicitly via PowerPoint slide presentation and verbal acknowledgement: 

 
To orient hospitals and response partners to the Regional Evacuation and 
Patient Tracking Mutual Aid Plan as well as the newly completed 
Pediatric Annex and test components of the plan, such as transportation 
coordination, patient tracking, and identified roles and responsibilities. 

 
Twenty-nine people participated in the tabletop exercise, including multiple 

representatives for each key role identified in our simulator. Both the primary and backup 

Hospital Coordinators attended, four Hospital Transportation Coordinators attended, two 

fire departments with their Fire Department Transport Coordinators attended, and eight 

Receiving Hospital Coordinators attended. The role players who would participate in our 

software-supported drills were among these attendees. In addition, two overall domain 

expert tabletop exercise coordinators were brought in to facilitate the discussion 

associated with the drill. 

 

Other special experts with relevant pieces of domain knowledge attended 

including Hospital Emergency Managers, Nursing Managers (from surgery, pediatrics, 

intensive care, labor, and deliver), Emergency Medical Service Technicians, King County 

Metro Employees, and Local Emergency Management. All attendees were invited to 

interject in the tabletop exercise in order to provide insight to the KCHC as to how first 

response for a hospital evacuation scenario could be improved. For those unwilling to 

interject comments during the exercise, an after exercise debriefing known as a hot wash 

to participants was scheduled for the end of the exercise. 

 
We attended the tabletop exercise to perform two duties: 
 

1. To review the hospital evacuation scenario in order to assess the appropriateness 
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of our adaptation of the RimSim simulator for supporting a hospital evacuation 
training session. 
 

2. To record the insight detail, timing, and contribution associated with each insight 
identified through the tabletop exercise. 

 
The first duty pushed us to gain our own insights as to the nature of the scenario 

while the second duty allowed us to record tabletop exercise insights for comparison and 

contrast to future software-supported sessions. 

 
The following table records the results of duty number two above: 
 
Table 1 - Insights During March 3rd KCHC Hospital Evacuation Tabletop Exercise 
Insight Discussion 

Time 
Contribution 

   
Media management provides a 
heavy workload for the 
evacuating hospital – 
preferably by people not 
associated with key evacuation 
roles 

9:50 – 9:54 Reduction of Hospital Transportation 
Coordinator’s responsibilities in regard to 
the media. 

The media is omnipresent and 
likely to broadcast information 
on a hospital evacuation event 
soon after the event begins 

9:58 – 10:03 If possible, each patient should have a 
media management strategy for getting 
information to concerned friends and 
family of the patient.  This will likely 
interfere with the physical relocation of 
patients. 

Supplies for evacuating 
patients are often as important 
as tracking the patients 
themselves. And, yet, 
communications with suppliers 
have not been coordinated as 
well as communications with 
patient providers 

10:12-10:20 Improvement of supplier relationships and 
coordination of supplier relations among 
KCHC hospital staff. 

Hospital Control should not 
allocate patients to nearby 
hospitals as a first choice of 
action since those hospitals 
will have to take over new 
intakes and could still provide 
beds on the tail end if 
absolutely necessary. 

10:32-10:34 Change in expectations of regional 
hospitals, especially receiving 
coordinators who are located far from 
evacuating hospital. 
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In fact, evacuating hospital 
should not recruit any first 
response aid workers from any 
regional hospital since 
personnel will be needed at 
receiving hospitals to make 
creative solutions for intake 

10:35-10:36 Change in expectations of Hospital 
Transportation Control as to who will be 
available to perform the duties associated 
with decisions made. 

Receiving hospitals that 
commit to accepting relocated 
patients should cancel all 
surgical procedures for the day 
in case crisis escalates 
(contentious issue). 

10:39-10:45 Change in awareness of regional hospitals 
in terms of effect of any hospital 
evacuation on a regional hospital’s day-to-
day operations. 

Categorization of patients in 
order to make transport 
decisions is critical yet not 
fully optimal yet 

10:45-10:54 Additional work required by Hospital 
Control and Hospital Transportation 
Control roles in order to be ready to 
decide and communicate transport needs. 

Initial short-term surge 
numbers did not generate 
enough capacity for the patient 
evacuation numbers given the 
number of beds available on 
the WA Trac system. 

11:01-11:07 Awareness of Receiving Hospital 
Coordinators of the criticality of clearing 
beds and thinking creatively as to how to 
accept more evacuating patients up front. 

Differences in equipment types 
among hospitals exist but are 
called the same name across 
hospitals. 

11:15-11:18 Awareness of Hospital Control, Hospital 
Transportation Coordinator, and Fire 
Transport Coordinator as to potential for 
miscommunication in arranging 
equipment for patients. 

Concern related to equipment 
availability and tracking so that 
equipment gets back to lending 
hospital 

11:22-11:26 Awareness of Hospital Control, Hospital 
Transportation Coordinator, and Fire 
Transport Coordinator as to potential for 
hesitation in sharing equipment 

Supplies staging is still in the 
air but planned for stability that 
will support this scenario 
 

11:28-11:29 Awareness of Hospital Transportation 
Coordinator and Fire Transport 
Coordinator as to unpredictable delays 
associated with getting needed supplies to 
the evacuating hospital 

 

We observed direct discussion of the eleven insights above take up thirty minutes 

of the two-hour tabletop exercise. 
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7.4 Measuring Performance-based Situation Awareness   
 

To test our second hypothesis and evaluate changes in situation awareness levels 

when comparing two emergency hospital evacuation drill sessions, we developed a 

measurement process after evaluating the existing successful situation awareness 

measurements that have been found in the literature as documented in section 2.1.2 

above.  

 

At first glance, good team situation awareness might appear similar to good 

distributed cognition, but using Hutchins definition of distributed cognition from section 

2.3.1, we see how interwoven distributed cognition is to the process measurement and 

performance measurement techniques of situation awareness reviewed above. A well-

designed process performs well when the distributed cognition is embedded in the 

external world such that the participants naturally perform the process better through 

expertise captured in the external world. But we are not trying to be designers of the 

process. We are attempting to measure the current process to suggest the level of 

situation awareness provided by the participants and, ideally, the team as a whole. 

 

Many team skills are difficult to measure using the techniques mentioned in 

section 2.1.2.  Because we want to measure team situation awareness levels in an existing 

process, we don’t want to design or engineer the process as part of our body of work. 

Although that work could likely be fruitful in improving team performance and 

improving the overall resiliency of the team to potential variables in a real crisis, it is not 

the aim of this work. We aim to measure the current process that may shed light on needs 

to re-engineer the process. That would be a side effect of our work.  

 

Although we wish not to engineer the process, we may wish to engineer the 

simulation to be able to measure team situation awareness. Through designing the 

specifics of the emergency, we can manipulate the scenario to raise conditions by which 

the skills that lead to and suggest having good team situation awareness are 

demonstrable. For example, in considering Prince and Salas’ list of recommended skills, 
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we can create example situations in the hospital evacuation scenario when multiple 

participants should demonstrate their suggested skills: 

 

• By impairing a key transportation route (creating a bridge outage), we can test the 
ability of the team to identify problems. 
 

• By overcrowding an area of the hospital beyond the Fire Marshall’s stated 
capacity, we can test the ability of the team to recognize the need for action. 

 
• By sending different in-the-field updates to key roles in the hospital evacuation 

process, we can test the ability to determine root causes in discrepancies. 
 

• By injecting events that are not relevant to hospital evacuation, we can test the 
ability of the team to demonstrate awareness of an overall goal (by ignoring 
superfluous information). 

 
And although not all skills are strictly measurable in terms of response to the 

simulation, the mapping does suggest that each skill can be considered independently 

when looking for an appropriate metric to measure that skill. We can pick the best 

measurement technique for measuring each skill and then sum up the measurements for 

an overall measurement of goodness. 

 

By suggesting we consider the skill of the team to note deviations in situation 

awareness across members and between members, Prince and Salas made a strong 

suggestion that we ascertain individual situation awareness in order to identify deviations 

so we can measure whether the team notes the deviation. We can choose between all the 

measurement techniques identified above and yet know that if we choose poorly on 

measuring just one skill, the measurement of other skills can help compensate. 

 

By suggesting we consider the skill of the team ability of team members to 

exchange information for prevention of errors, Prince and Salas touch upon the basic 

requirement of perception of the current situation and the sharing of those findings. In our 

hospital evacuation scenario, we can measure the ability of team members to share 

information by tracking the entropy of the location of patient awareness as an aggregate 

across all roles, weighted by their responsibility to know that information in detail. We 
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appreciate a mathematical model measure of situation awareness works very well for a 

hospital evacuation scenario in that we can track the movement of evacuated patients and 

define uncertainty as the possible distance the patient might be from where he or she is 

expected to be. Uncertainty is a complex metric and is based on probabilities of many 

factors. But, we can measure the uncertainty as the possible distance each patient is from 

expected location based on the most recent communicated update from a member of the 

response team. Such communication can come from a simulated responder or a 

simulation participant. 

 

The skill-by-skill approach to measuring team situation awareness acknowledges 

the shortcomings of the methods used to identify individual situation awareness and 

attempts to water down each individual shortcoming by mixing the techniques for each 

skill measurement in order to make any one skill’s measurement immaterial to the overall 

assessment. Our focus then becomes one of identifying all relevant skills instead of 

stressing over choosing the appropriate method. Spending time on identifying the skills 

sheds light on designing effective training methods as well. A natural way of identifying 

skills is by determining which skills lead to the best overall result for the shared activity. 

The metric for success in a hospital evacuation is highly weighted by the time it takes to 

safely evacuate all patients from the hospital at risk and have them properly cared for en 

route to receiving hospitals. 

 

As described earlier, situation awareness quantification can occur by comparing 

an individual’s perception, comprehension, and projection to some ground truth reality. 

In the team case, team situation awareness quantification can be measured by comparing 

each individual’s perception, comprehension, and projection to each other participant’s. 

In the case of a simulated hospital evacuation, the ground truth is simulated based on 

known hospital patient evacuation timelines [121] that represents reality in the context of 

a drill. The more concurrent the individuals’ reported state of awareness with reality, the 

higher the value of situation awareness.  
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To quantify situation awareness, willing participants are interrupted at ten random 

times while performing their roles, including all simulated activity, in order to test their 

current level of situation awareness. Situation awareness is ascertained by asking open-

ended questions and recording verbal responses that demonstrate the current state the 

participant experiences.  

 

Our situation awareness questionnaire consists of five questions that subjects are 

expected to answer within thirty seconds to minimize interruption to the drill. The 

following questions were chosen upon discussion with the KCHC as being highly 

relevant to a hospital evacuation scenario: 

 

1. How many patients are in a significant state of discomfort currently?  

2. Where are these patients located? 
3. How many patients are currently in transit between the evacuating and receiving 

hospital? 
4. How much more time will it require to fully evacuate the existing hospital given 

ideal circumstances? 
5. How much more time will it require to fully deliver all evacuating patients to their 

receiving hospital given ideal circumstances? 
 

The answers to these questions would be objectively compared to the actual state 

of the drill to ascertain situation awareness. The closer the quantitative response reflected 

quantitative reality, the higher the level of situation awareness metric we would report in 

our conclusions. 

 

We also embed quantitative measures of situation awareness into our software 

based on the success of Pritchett’s demonstration of wide applicability. Unlike 

measurement techniques that attempt to ascertain the subject's mental model of the 

situation at different times throughout an experiment, performance-based testing focuses 

solely on the subject's outputs. This quality makes it ideal for comparing the desired and 

achieved performance of a human-machine system, and for ascertaining weak points of 

the subject's situation awareness. We inject conditions into the emergency hospital 
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evacuation scenario that test situation awareness by setting up situations whereby if the 

subject has sufficient situation awareness, an action is required. By doing so, we aim to 

provide an unambiguous accounting of the types of tasks for which the hospital 

evacuation decision-makers had sufficient situation awareness. 

 
 
7.5 Data Collection 
 

Data collection took place concurrently with the research experiments and 

complied with the data collection document submitted with the UW Human Subjects 

Division as seen in Appendix VII. A pre-study questionnaire asked each subject the 

following three questions: 

 
• What role would you perform if a hospital evacuation emergency response 

activity were required of you today? 

• How many months have you been in that role? 

• Do you have any specific personal characteristics that would make your 

performance in a hospital evacuation emergency response drill significantly 

different than someone else with your training? If so, what are they? 

 

The first of the two emergency hospital evacuation drills, the paper-based 

condition, accumulated data throughout the drill including: 

 

• Text and timestamp (nearest second of clock time) of any and all voice 

utterance(s) uttered and/or overheard by each subject during the drill (as 

transcribed from voice stream). 

• Latitude, longitude, and altitude of each (anonymous) hospital patient being 

evacuated every minute (time stamped via the official drill clock) of the drill 

along with a conversion to known descriptive location when describable (e.g. 

second floor Pacific Tower lobby elevator landing). 
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• Latitude, longitude, and altitude of each live and simulated responder personnel 

during evacuation every minute (time stamped via the official drill clock) of the 

drill along with a known descriptive location when describable (e.g. second floor 

Pacific Tower lobby elevator landing). 

• Latitude, longitude, and altitude of each injected incident (e.g. Pacific Tower 

Elevator outage) during evacuation drill (time stamped with start and end times 

via the official drill clock) along with a known descriptive location when 

describable (e.g. second floor Pacific Tower lobby elevator landing). 

• Latitude, longitude, and altitude of each medical supply (e.g. water bottle, ice bag, 

ambulance, etc.) during evacuation every minute (time stamped via the official 

drill clock) of the drill along with a known descriptive location when describable 

(e.g. second floor Pacific Tower lobby elevator landing). 

• Responder ID for sender and recipient(s) for each command made in the drill – 

both simulated and live participant (along with timestamp of command start). 

• Responder ID attached to patient ID for the duration when a responder is 

responsible and accountable for that patient during the drill. 

• Answers to all questions in the situation awareness questionnaire seen in 

Appendix VI, along with timestamp to the nearest minute of the simulation clock 

for when the questionnaire is implemented (ten times per drill). 

 
Data collection for the second emergency hospital evacuation drill was identical 

to the first drill with the added capture of continuous mouse cursor location on the screen 

of the visualization tool being tested, and the collection of all mouse button up, down, 

and drag events. Continuous mouse cursor location was captured every 30 milliseconds 

whenever the mouse cursor was moving on the screen along with a timestamp of start and 

end of each movement (in milliseconds via each participant’s built-in computer clock 

which were synchronized before start and verified as being synchronous at drill end). 

 

We asked one additional question of subjects before the second drill that was 

inapplicable to the first drill:  
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• How much time have you spent gaining a basic comfort with the 

visualization tool before this drill begins? 

 

We verified that the simulator’s data capture routines would allow the running of 

both experiment conditions to fill out the data model in Figure 14 as accurately as 

possible within ample time precision (as described above). 

 

 
+ after data attribute means zero or more 
* after data attribute means one or more of them 

     Figure 14 – Data Model for Experiment Data Collection 
 
 
As our response team visual analytics evaluation tool uses this exact data model 

in visualizing the simulation session, we were able to test proper software data capture 

during software stress testing. In order to provide an opportunity for subjects to guide us 

in performing future emergency response simulated roll play experiments, we asked for 
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open-ended feedback regarding our experiment design at the end of our contact time with 

them. Specifically, we asked: 

 
• Please let us know any thoughts from participating in the experiments with which 

you don’t mind going on record. 

 
7.6 Experiment Schedule 
 

We requested a Human Subjects Division (HSD) review of our proposed study on 

November 14, 2009. The HSD committee responsible for assigning study applications to 

personnel requested that we attend a meeting at their facility that took place on December 

11, 2009. As a result, we made changes to the study to make the review process easier 

and an approval more likely. The amended study documents were approved on April 9, 

2009 and contained the following agreed upon experiment timing. 

 

The first stage of our experiments required our KCHC personnel to perform their 

usual roles within a two-hour long emergency hospital evacuation drill at the University 

of Washington Medical Center (UWMC) on April 26th, 2010. This drill was a drill that 

Tamlyn Thomas, the UWMC Emergency Management Coordinator, had wanted to run 

for some time with handpicked personnel she chose who would benefit from such a 

training exercise. She actively recruited participants for the drill during February 2010. 

As a result of her recruitment, there were five roles identified as participating in the drill 

(with one person in each role except two each for the receiving hospital roles): 

 

1. Evacuating Hospital Control Coordinator 
2. Fire Department Transport Coordinator 
3. Evacuating Hospital Transportation Coordinator 
4. Receiving Hospital One Coordinator 
5. Receiving Hospital Two Coordinator 

 

Upon determining the participants in the drill, we were to request voluntary 

participant inclusion in the research study aspects of our experiments. As explained 

below, we eventually determined that this first group of participants would not be ideal 
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for our published experiment results and we recruited a second team of subjects based in 

New Britain, Connecticut, in the United States.  

 

Based on the recruitment process results, we concluded that the roles of 

Evacuating Hospital Floor Coordinators (one per patient floor) and Evacuating Hospital 

Evacuation Coordinator would be simulated through the use of our simulation software 

(no live simulation role players for those roles). The movement of fictitious patients 

throughout the evacuating and receiving hospitals and the road networks between 

hospital locations were also to be simulated with software.  

 

As a stipulation of the human subjects review, both the author and Thomas agreed 

to use the evacuation scenario software during the drill to provide drill participants with 

data they would normally gain access to in any drill or real life case should the hospital 

evacuation scenario happen in the future. The data coming from the simulation software 

were to be strictly related to simulated patient locations and obstacles (physical and time 

delays) encountered to desired patient movement. No real person patient data would be 

used for movement. 

 

For those who would agree to be voluntary experiment subjects for our research 

purposes, we would measure situation awareness using the data collection and metrics 

described above while the drill took place. During the first drill that took place on April 

26th between 10am and Noon, drill participants communicated with each other via voice 

to perform actions in the drill and we captured the voice utterances made and heard along 

with timestamps for subjects but not for non-subjects. As the first drill was a paper-based 

drill, we also provided updates to all participants as to the progression of the simulation 

whenever asked by any participant.  

 

Without a computer interface at their disposal, participants used pen or pencil and 

paper to incorporate simulated scenario state into their decision-making process. The 

Hospital Transport Coordinator generated Exhibits 1 and 2 of Appendix I to keep track of 

patient encodings and patient release events. The Fire Transport Coordinator generated 
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Exhibits 3 and 4 to keep track of patient vehicle allocations and the status of vehicle 

movement. Hospital Control created a simple list of hospitals and placed numbers from 

receiving hospital discussions into columns that aggregated numbers into patient types 

according to the categories requested by the Hospital Transport Coordinator in Exhibit 1 

of Appendix II.    

 

Within an hour of the completion of the first drill, Tamlyn debriefed the first drill 

participants after they performed their drill in a manner consistent with all previous drills 

she has coordinated.  As this is normal protocol without the investigators involvement, 

we were not present and the debriefing was outside of the scope of our research study. 

 

A second two-hour long drill took place two days after the first drill, on April 28th, 

between Noon and 2pm. The same key participants as in the first drill, and who were the 

focus of our experiments, performed their tasks a second time, but with a different 

hospital evacuation scenario. The participants performed their roles with the addition of 

the role support software that we were testing for providing superior situation awareness 

and insight generation.  

 

The role-play software required a conventional personal computer for each 

participant, with a keyboard, monitor and mouse. Our agreed-upon protocol suggested 

that subjects would have ample opportunity to gain familiarity with the software at their 

own leisure via a Web-based process. In the second drill case, situation awareness 

metrics were potentially available through data collection in the software in addition to 

the same situation awareness questionnaires we used in the first drill. 

 

As a final opportunity for participants to provide feedback, the KCHC 

coordinator, Tamlyn Thomas, debriefed the KCHC participants after they performed the 

second drill in a manner consistent with all previous drills she coordinated. This 

debriefing was intended for KCHC use only and was outside the scope of the documented 

research study. 
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Chapter 8 – Results 
 

We followed the experiment schedule reported in chapter 7 strictly except for the 

expectation of providing ample time for drill participants to practice using our simulation 

software via the Web before participating in the second drill.  We froze software 

development on April 21, 2010 and provided software to all participants at least three 

days before the second drill began but the participants did not have any time to practice 

the use of the software.  

 

Unfortunately, due to other scheduling constraints, we were not able to complete 

the Web-based version of our simulation and have it work satisfactorily for participants 

to practice leisurely on their own computers. As a result, we provided all the computers 

that were used in the drill. We recorded all the data for the simulated drills, with the 

exception that we did not conduct the freeze-probe situation awareness questionnaires 

since our protocol was not ready for situation awareness testing, as we were uncertain the 

software would be transparent for participants. 

 

As a consequence of the lack of subject pre-training on our simulation software, 

we decided to use the drills to evaluate insight generation and perfect the simulator with 

what was obviously a highly experienced group of role players. We would use the 

individual player’s results to evaluate internally without publishing nor sharing with 

others. We did not pursue formal subject participation requests from the KCHC pool of 

potential subjects, and accordingly, we cannot provide individual data for role players in 

the KCHC drills. Instead we report only the aggregate team results. 

 

Even though additional work would be required and we’d have to do our own 

recruitment to find qualified first responder personnel who could competently role-play 

with our simulator, we believe this decision was not only the right decision to make, but 

significantly motivated us to be better prepared for the next willing and appropriate 

participant group we could find for our formally documented experiments. 
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8.1 Full Protocol Experiments 
 

Upon performing our own recruitment process using the forms and process 

approved by the University of Washington’s Human Subjects Division, we recruited and 

received consent to participate in our research experiments from two employees of a 

Veteran’s Administration Hospital (VAH) and a recently retired fireman in Hartford 

County, Connecticut. Our consent letter appears in Appendix V. The two VAH 

employees had jobs that required significant hospital logistics work and had interacted 

with doctors and nurses on site for multiple decades. They both reported having thought 

of hospital evacuation in their careers and were enthusiastic about gaining insight into 

such an activity through paper and computer-based role-play. The retired fireman had 

performed community-wide fireman services for over thirty years and was highly trained 

in community-wide first response activities that were easily adapted to the hospital 

evacuation scenario. To include him in our subject pool meant we would not be 

interfering with any potential emergency response tasks on the dates we chose for our 

two simulated role-playing sessions. 

 

We performed the complete list of steps in the experiment schedule described in 

section 8.6, with the exception that the first paper-based session took place on June 12th, 

2010 and the second session took place two weeks later on June 26th, 2010. Role-play 

took place for two hours each session with the addition of ten, approximately two-minute, 

simulation breaks to administer the freeze-probe situation awareness questionnaires. 

 

We asked our pre-study questionnaire on June 12th, 2010. Respondents’ answers 

to these questions are contained in Appendix VIII. Compared with the results from 

KCHC drill participants, the Hartford County participants’ roles were less defined. We 

anticipated this difference, as the hospital evacuation scenario had not been part of any 

organized Hartford County hospitals development. The hospital participants had similar 

years of experience, and neither had much experience in the roles they were to play in the 

simulation. But the KCHC personnel had been through the scenario-generation 

discussion where their roles were defined and had participated in a KCHC-wide paper-
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based simulation where they did not perform their roles but watched them being 

performed by the collective. KCHC personnel had less experience with the software 

before participating in the second simulation session. 

 

Again our strategy in these investigative procedures was configured to test the 

insight generation and situation awareness hypotheses presented earlier in this document. 

Metrics for both insight generation and distributed situational awareness were tested 

through drill support and experimentation. As a result, each metric, supporting a 

different, yet likely correlated, hypothesis is described in its own this section that follows. 

 

8.2 Insight Generation 
 

To calculate our insight generation metric for the two emergency response drill 

role-playing sessions, we transcribed the communications and actions made by role 

players into data tables that could be imported into our post-simulation Improvise-based 

visual analytics tool. The tool allowed the team to review their performance, identify 

insights made and score the insights on a scale of one to a hundred as to the significance 

of that insight to their shared knowledge base for performing an emergency hospital 

evacuation. 

 

An example configuration of our visual analytics tool is shown in Figure 15. 

Participants reviewed the geospatial relationships of all incidents and resources and 

reviewed their communications by utterance, timing, and relationship to actions taken. 

They then extracted the list of insights they acquired in the order they gained them, 

created a visual list of the insights, and then scored them on a scale of one to one hundred 

where one hundred meant critical to the success of a hospital evacuation activity and 

lesser numbers represented the contribution they thought the insight had to success of a 

hospital evacuation activity. 
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      Figure 15 – State of the Visual Analytics Tool During An Insight Analysis Session 

 

Upon sharing a visual analysis session, all participants listed all significant 

insights identified for the two drills and reached a consensus score for each. The results 
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for the paper-based session follow with the role that first gained the insight listed and the 

time of that insight for all insights that scored higher than 10: 

 

Table 2 - Insights and Team Score During Paper-based Drill 
Role Time Insight Value 
FTC 4:12 My task is highly dependent on my knowing the timing of 

routes to receiving hospitals. 
25 

HTC 5:45 The hospital has many critical patients who need assistance 
on the top floor. 

40 

HTC 5:57 I care about the discomfort of patients and thus don’t want to 
start releasing critical patients until they can get out. 

60 

HTC 6:12 The hospital has many ambulatory patients who can walk out 
on their own on the fourth floor. 

25 

FTC 8:28 Monitored patients are important to track in order to do 
transport allocations 

60 

FTC 10:18 I have a lot of time to help the Hospital Control role before 
patients are actually available for transporting 

72 

HTC 10:45 The ambulatory patients from the lower floors could already 
be out and on a bus ready to go to a receiving hospital. 

50 

HTC 11:29 The success of a hospital evacuation is highly dependent on 
my prep work with the patient tracking sheets 

90 

FTC 12:04 The ambulatory patients, especially stable ones, can wait 
longer outside before getting on transport 

60 

HTC 12:26 My task is highly dependent on the time it takes to clear 
assisted patients from the floor. 

80 

HTC 13:14 My task is highly dependent on getting information from 
Hospital Control 

72 

HTC 13:58 My task requires me to think about the location of and 
distance to the stairwells. 

15 

FTC 14:21 When considering the eight car and the metro bus, I need to 
make a rule of thumb based on wheelchair capacities 

30 

HTC 14:23 My task requires me to think about the availability of trained 
people to accompany assisted patients. 

40 

HC 15:33 I could help out much better in choosing my receiving 
hospital negotiation strategies if I knew the plan better  

80 

FTC 15:49 I really need to pay attention to critical patients as to when 
they become available for transport allocation 

55 

HTC 16:50 The most important consideration I need to focus on is 
tracking ambulatory versus assisted patient designations. 

75 

HTC 18:30 ICU bed availability at receiving hospitals is highly critical to 
my initial patient release planning 

45 

FTC 20:51 The choices I make are important for Hospital Control to 
consider in negotiating transfers with receiving hospitals 

70 

HTC 21:13 It takes longer to get the assisted patients prepped and out of 35 
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the hospital than I anticipated 
HTC 25:34 It really helps the Fire Transport Coordinator when I 

verbalize the patient number of those I release. 
50 

FTC 26:28 Hospital Transport Control prep time has taken more time 
than expected and reduced that time for patient movements. 

70 

HTC 26:35 To avoid tying up the stairwells, I need to understand how 
wheelchair patients will get down and how long it takes 

35 

HC 29:09 I need a lot more information from the Hospital Transport 
Control role in order to do my task effectively 

80 

FTC 37:00 I am having a hard time deciding when I should send the 
Metro Bus to a receiving hospital 

35 

HTC 41:43 I need to be able to provide better summary data in order to 
answer questions from Hospital Control and Fire Transport 
Control 

80 

FTC 49:38 I need to create better visual aids for keeping track of vehicle 
availability – especially when assigned vehicles return 

60 

FTC 57:29 Some assisted patients take significantly more time to get 
outdoors than I had anticipated 

40 

FTC 59:04 I could be helping and planning better if I asked for thorough 
verbalization and confirmation of patient numbers 

50 

FTC 1:07:53 The tabular summary data I have been keeping is helping me 
make decisions 

60 

FTC 1:12:30 Now that I better understand the flow of patients from the 
hospital, I realize I could have had more time to help the 
HTC with the initial plan 

50 

HTC 1:22:06 I really could use help internalizing the wheelchair patient 
evacuation time versus ambulatory 

60 

FTC 1:31:17 Anticipating bus and eight car travel times are critical to my 
task  

40 

FTC 1:42:16 I am really struggling with keeping up with the ventilators 
and monitor equipment needs of patients 

55 

HC 1:48:37 Once I get good at receiving hospital negotiations, I have lots 
of time to help the other roles. 

45 

 

In addition to the insights listed above, there were seventeen other insights 

generated but deemed to be less significant than the above chronological list. 

 

The results for the computer-based session follow: 

 

Table 3 - Insights and Team Score During Computer-based Drill  

Role Time Insight Value 
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HTC 2:17 I care about the discomfort of patients and thus don’t want to 
start releasing critical patients until they can get out. 

60 

HTC 2:42 The hospital has many critical patients who need extra time 
and assistance on the top floor. 

40 

HTC 4:52 The hospital has many ambulatory patients who can walk 
out on their own on the fourth floor. 

25 

HC 4:53 Watching the patient allocations is going to help me 
anticipate needs when negotiating with receiving hospitals 

60 

FTC 4:55 There are many ambulatory patients on the lower floors who 
can be evacuated quickly and put on a Metro bus or eight car  

50 

HTC 5:19 I can plan my use of the floor nurses before I begin 
allocating assisted patients 

40 

FTC 5:22 I have a sense of basic priorities of which hospitals I’d like 
to allocate to based on the map 

40 

HTC 6:08 The patient hospital interface does a lot of the prep work for 
me if I can trust these encodings 

80 

FTC 7:00 I can help Hospital Control make overall sense of the patient 
encodings while Hospital Transport works on the details 

75 

HTC 7:29 The success of a hospital evacuation is highly dependent my 
ability to internalize these patient color encodings 

60 

HTC 8:16 My task is highly dependent on the time it takes to clear 
assisted patients from the floor.  

60 

HTC 8:32 The ambulatory patients are almost all stable  25 

HTC 8:57 The ambulatory patients, especially stable ones, can wait 
longer outside before getting on transport 

60 

FTC 9:09 The HTC task is highly dependent on the time it takes to 
clear assisted patients from the floor. 

80 

HTC 10:21 To be successful, I need to review the allocations from 
Hospital Control each time I make significant patient 
releases 

70 

FTC 11:43 When considering the eight car and the metro bus, I need to 
make a rule of thumb based on wheelchair capacities 

30 

FTC 14:28 The ICU bed availability at receiving hospitals is a critical 
discussion point between me, HC, and the HTC 

50 

FTC 16:29 The ambulatory patients from the lower floors could already 
be out and on a bus ready to go to a receiving hospital. 

50 

FTC 20:13 I need to verbalize the transportation choices I will make so 
HC can anticipate my needs when discussing with receiving 
hospitals 

62 

HC 21:44 I can spend more time verifying HTC decisions instead of 
always asking for the plan with this interface 

70 

HTC 21:48 There are some summary data values that take me too much 
time to calculate when asked by the FTC or HC 

42 

HTC 23:07 The most important consideration I need to focus on is 
tracking ambulatory versus assisted patient designations. 

75 
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HTC 25:16 I am getting a good sense of how the flow of patients unfolds 
in the simulation 

40 

HC 25:42 Equipment planning might be just as important as bed 
availability planning 

90 

HTC 26:17 Although tempting to use color descriptors of patients, 
patient number is still a better identifier although the 
redundancy is often helpful for finding patients visually 

50 

FTC 27:40 Anticipating bus and eight car travel times and how often I 
can expect them to return in time is critical to my task 

50 

HC 27:58 Equipment planning might be just as important as bed 
availability planning 

90 

FTC 29:29 The Hospital Transport Control patient releasing process still 
takes longer than I need or want it to take. 

70 

FTC 29:43 I forget to look at the vehicle availability panel and yet don’t 
think return distance when looking at the map 

40 

FTC 40:35 Selecting multiple patients at once helps me chunk my 
planning so that the task feels less complex 

40 

HC 40:51 I probably should try to convince a larger hospital to take a 
full bus load of patients at once 

40 

HTC 41:23 To be successful, I need to pay better attention to the 
behavior of patients in the stairwells 

60 

FTC 42:50 I am better off focusing on the right half of patient icons than 
the left as the right is a better identifier of transport needs 

58 

FTC 44:27 I waited too long to send the Metro Bus out on a patient 
delivery run 

40 

HC 46:35 We all could use some more communications about the plan 
as we are doing are individual actions 

70 

FTC 49:03 I realize I should be more concerned about how many 
patients are coming down the stairwells currently 

55 

HC 50:23 Now that I see the flow of patients and vehicles, I realize I 
have more time to work on detailed receiving hospital 
negotiations once I get the first few going 

60 

FTC 51:17 Creating a tabular presentation of the iconic data helps me 
organize my thoughts 

50 

FTC 56:17 I make better decisions when I focus on the orange and pink 
patient health types 

40 

FTC 1:00:15 I can track critical patients much better with a visual color 
coding scheme and bother HTC less as a result 

55 

FTC 1:04:47 Now that I have a sense of the flow of patients from the 
hospital, I realize I could have spent more time helping the 
HTC 

60 

HC 1:05:46 Tracking the vehicular movement myself helps me make 
better requests of the receiving hospitals 

80 

HTC 1:12:45 I get the sense that wheelchair patients take approximately 
twice as long to get out of the hospital as ambulatory 

45 
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FTC 1:26:03 Once I finish my plan for patient evacuations, I have time to 
spend pointing out problems with other’s potential actions 

60 

FTC 1:40:52 I am spending time implementing a plan that could be 
implemented by another process if I could help out with 
others 

40 

 

 

In addition to the insights listed above, there were forty-nine other insights 

generated but deemed to be less significant than the above chronological list. 

 
 
8.3 Distributed Situation Awareness 
 

For both the paper-based and computer-based hospital evacuation session 

conditions, we used a random number generator to choose ten numbers between 0 and 

120, the two hours of our experiment timeline. For the paper-based drill, the generator 

produced the numbers 2, 119, 94, 103, 47, 21, 89, 51, 35, and 104. For the computer-

based drill, the random-number generator produced the numbers 109, 7, 54, 25, 44, 10, 

63, 39, 83, and 82.  We asked our situation awareness questionnaire at these equivalent 

minutes from the start of the drill. 

 

The questions were discussed in advance with the subjects to let them agree on a 

common definition of what the question was asking. As an observer, we listened for 

common ground with the KCHC’s discussion of each question as well. We also 

interviewed each participant to ascertain that they agreed with the significance of each 

question to their belief as to what they would consider a successful evacuation. 

 
We recorded the following responses to the five questionnaire questions for both 

treatments: 

 
1. How many patients are in a significant state of discomfort currently? 

 
As a result of a consensus-building discussion, the subjects agreed that any 

critical patient would be considered experiencing a significant state of discomfort at all 
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times and all assisted critical, unstable, or assisted patients would be deemed 

experiencing a significant state of discomfort when moving. 

 

In the paper-based session, the hospital transport coordinator had information on 

all the patient encodings from patient tracking sheets but did not share that information 

with the hospital control nor transport coordinator roles until deemed relevant. As a 

result, the awareness unfolded over time, as those patients were part of the individual’s 

role responsibilities. The answers to question one on the freeze-probe questionnaire for 

the paper-based session follow: 

 
Table 4 – Freeze-probe Questionnaire Answers to Question One by Role 
for Paper-based Trial 
Question Time Hosp Control Hosp Transport Transport Actual 
2 unknown 20 unknown 15 
21 8 15 unknown 15 
35 10 15 12 15 
47 14 25 17 27 
51 14 24 22 26 
89 30 30 28 32 
94 30 29 26 28 
103 30 33 30 32 
104 30 33 30 32 
119 25 25 26 26 
 
In the computer-based session, visual representation of patient-related data was 

available for the needs of all three roles to all participants. As a result, awareness did not 

require direct input from other participants, as the data upon which their roles were acted 

out were available irrespective of any one individual’s role responsibilities. 

 

Table 5 – Freeze-probe Questionnaire Answers to Question One by Role 
for Computer-based Trial 
Question Time Hosp Control Hosp Transport Transport Actual 
7 15 15 15 15 
10 15 15 15 15 
25 15 15 15 15 
39 22 21 20 22 
44 25 24 22 24 
54 24 25 24 24 
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63 27 26 27 26 
82 33 31 31 31 
83 33 31 31 31 
109 31 30 30 30 
 

 

A paired t-test was performed to determine if situation awareness was improved 

in the computer-based trial. The mean number of improvement (M=2.6, SD =3.28, N= 

30) was significantly greater than zero, t(29)=4.347, two-tail p = .0002, providing 

evidence that the situation awareness of discomforted patients is higher. The calculation 

of the statistics are provided in Appendix III.  

 

2. Where are these patients located? 
 

As a result of a consensus-building discussion, the subjects agreed that relevant 

location information would include their status (lying in a bed, moving in a stairwell, 

moving from indoors to outdoors, or in transit to receiving hospital), and general location 

(which floor, which stairwell, which waiting location, and which transport). 

 

We compared their answers to the actual location of patients and recorded the 

number of locations they got correct for patients that met their experiencing significant 

discomfort definition.  

 
In the paper-based session, the hospital transport coordinator had information on 

all the patient encodings from patient tracking sheets but did not share that information 

with the hospital control nor transport coordinator roles until deemed relevant. As a 

result, the awareness unfolded over time as those patients were part of the individual’s 

role responsibilities. The answers to question one on the freeze-probe questionnaire for 

the paper-based session follow: 

 
Table 6 – Freeze-probe Questionnaire Answers to Question Two by Role 
for Paper-based Trial 
Question Time Hosp Control Hosp Transport Transport Actual 
2 0 15 0 15 
21 0 15 0 15 
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35 0 15 15 15 
47 7 20 22 27 
51 4 24 22 26 
89 8 30 28 32 
94 10 29 26 28 
103 12 33 30 32 
104 12 33 30 32 
119 15 25 26 26 
 
In the computer-based session, visual representation of patient-related data was 

available for the needs of all three roles to all participants. As a result, awareness did not 

require direct input from other participants as the data upon which their roles were acted 

out were available irrespective of any one individual’s role responsibilities. The answers 

to question one on the freeze-probe questionnaire for the computer-based session follow: 

 

Table 7 – Freeze-probe Questionnaire Answers to Question Two by Role 
for Computer-based Trial 
Question Time Hosp Control Hosp Transport Transport Actual 
7 10 15 15 15 
10 12 15 15 15 
25 15 15 15 15 
39 20 20 20 22 
44 18 21 23 24 
54 16 20 22 24 
63 14 18 24 26 
82 20 22 30 31 
83 22 22 30 31 
109 16 18 28 30 

 
A paired t-test was performed to determine if situation awareness was improved 

in the computer-based trial. The mean number (M=3.867, SD =8.114, N= 30) was 

significantly greater than zero, t(29)=2.610, two-tail p = .0142, providing evidence that 

the situation awareness of discomfort patient location is higher. The calculation of the 

statistics are provided in Appendix III. 

 

3. How many patients are currently in transit between the evacuating and 
receiving hospital? 
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The subjects agreed immediately that the appropriate answer to this question is 

the total number of patients associated with vehicles in transit to or from receiving 

hospitals.   

 

In the paper-based session, the transport coordinator verbally communicated what 

he thought was relevant in regards to patient transport allocations and timings. No other 

role player had transportation included as part of their individual role responsibilities. 

The answers to question one on the freeze-probe questionnaire for the paper-based 

session follow: 

 
Table 8 – Freeze-probe Questionnaire Answers to Question Three by Role 
for Paper-based Trial 
Question Time Hosp Control Hosp Transport Transport Actual 
2 0 0 0 0 
21 0 0 0 0 
35 0 0 0 0 
47 8 4 8 8 
51 12 4 12 12 
89 34 24 34 32 
94 32 20 30 28 
103 42 26 34 32 
104 42 26 34 32 
119 26 22 26 26 
 
In the computer-based session, visual representation of patient and vehicle data 

was available for the needs of all three roles to all participants. As a result, awareness did 

not require direct input from other participants as the data upon which their roles were 

acted out were available irrespective of any one individual’s role responsibilities. The 

answers to question one on the freeze-probe questionnaire for the computer-based session 

follow: 

 
Table 9 – Freeze-probe Questionnaire Answers to Question Three by Role 
for Computer-based Trial 
Question Time Hosp Control Hosp Transport Transport Actual 
7 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
25 0 0 0 0 
39 0 0 0 0 
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44 6 6 6 6 
54 12 12 12 12 
63 38 36 36 36 
82 42 40 40 38 
83 42 38 40 38 
109 24 24 24 24 

 
A paired t-test was performed to determine if situation awareness was improved 

in the computer-based trial. The mean number (M=1.933, SD =32.99, N= 30) was 

significantly greater than zero, t(29)=3.537, two-tail p = .0014, providing evidence that 

the situation awareness of in-transit patients is higher. The calculation of the statistics are 

provided in Appendix III. 

 
4. How much more time will it require to fully evacuate the existing hospital 

given ideal circumstances? 
 

As a result of a consensus-building discussion, the subjects agreed that the 

relevant answer to this question was the number of hours remaining to completely get all 

patients out of the hospital from the current point in time. 

 

Since the role-playing session by design only lasted two hours, we had no actual 

data for how long it would actually have taken to evacuate the hospital if the subjects 

continued to evacuate the hospital until the last patient was out of the hospital and ready 

for transport. But, as we had calibrated the simulation based on KCHC role-play, we 

were able to run the simulation from each point in time to generate a simulated time to 

finish up from the current point in time. We compare subject’s answers to simulated time 

in the last four tables in this section. 

 
The answers to question four on the freeze-probe questionnaire for the paper-

based session follow: 

 
Table 10 – Freeze-probe Questionnaire Answers to Question Four by Role for 
Paper-based Trial 
Question Time Hosp Control Hosp Transport Transport Simulated 
2 10 12 8 6 
21 10 12 8 6 
35 11 12 9 7 
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47 11 12 9 8 
51 11 12 9 9 
89 9 11 9 8 
94 9 11 8 8 
103 9 11 8 7 
104 9 11 8 7 
119 9 10 7 7 
 
The answers to question four on the freeze-probe questionnaire for the computer-

based session follow: 

 
Table 11 – Freeze-probe Questionnaire Answers to Question Four by Role for 
Computer-based Trial 
Question Time Hosp Control Hosp Transport Transport Simulated 
7 8 10 8 6 
10 8 10 8 6 
25 8 10 9 8 
39 8 9 9 8 
44 7 9 9 9 
54 7 9 9 8 
63 7 8 8 8 
82 7 8 8 7 
83 7 8 8 7 
109 7 7 7 6 

 
A paired t-test was performed to determine if situation awareness was improved 

in the computer-based trial. The mean number (M=1.4, SD =1.380, N= 30) was 

significantly greater than zero, t(29)=5.558, two-tail p = <.0001, providing evidence that 

the situation awareness of time to complete the scenario is higher. The calculation of the 

statistics are provided in Appendix III. 

 
5. How much more time will it require to fully deliver all evacuating patients to 

their receiving hospital given ideal circumstances? 
 
 

As a result of a consensus-building discussion, the subjects agreed that the 

relevant answer to this question was the number of minutes it would take to deliver all 

patients to their receiving hospital after all patients had been evacuated from the sending 

hospital. 
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The answers to question five on the freeze-probe questionnaire for the paper-

based session follow: 

 
Table 12 – Freeze-probe Questionnaire Answers to Question Five by Role for 
Paper-based Trial 
Question Time Hosp Control Hosp Transport Transport Simulated 
2 60 90 45 42 
21 60 90 45 42 
35 60 90 45 41 
47 60 75 45 39 
51 60 75 45 36 
89 60 60 45 37 
94 60 60 45 37 
103 60 60 45 39 
104 60 60 45 39 
119 60 60 45 38 
 
The answers to question five on the freeze-probe questionnaire for the computer-

based session follow: 

 
Table 13 – Freeze-probe Questionnaire Answers to Question Five by Role for 
Computer-based Trial 
Question Time Hosp Control Hosp Transport Transport Simulated 
7 60 60 45 42 
10 60 60 45 42 
25 60 60 45 41 
39 60 60 45 40 
44 60 60 45 39 
54 60 60 45 38 
63 60 60 45 37 
82 60 60 45 40 
83 60 60 45 40 
109 60 60 45 40 

 
 

A paired t-test was performed to determine if situation awareness was improved 

in the computer-based trial. The mean number (M=3.767, SD =10.040, N= 30) was 

significantly greater than zero,  t(29)=2.055, two-tail p = 0.049, providing evidence that 

the situation awareness of remaining patient delivery time is higher. The calculation of 

the statistics are provided in Appendix III. 
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Chapter 9 – Discussion 
 

We began applying a RimSim architecture to an emergency hospital evacuation 

response scenario because we were convinced the KCHC could benefit from our 

participation in their efforts to have first responders gain skills and training through the 

use of such a scenario.  We tested our application for utility using two metrics that were 

well supported by both the literature and advisement from experts in the field. We would 

like to be able to conclude that a RimSim architecture-driven approach would be valuable 

to train responders for a scenario before having to be confronted by such a scenario 

without training. 

 

Having run our experiments with two different teams (one a team that helped 

define the roles for a hospital evacuation scenario and another that attempted to train on 

those roles as defined by the first team), we generated data that supported an analysis of 

the contribution that a geospatial interface provides a hospital evacuation team when 

performing a hospital evacuation scenario. Although the experiments with the role 

designing team were short of an ideal protocol, we can make some broad conclusions 

about the contribution the visual interface provides that team, based on the role-play 

sessions captured by our software and observations. 

 

Having learned from the interface and procedural shortcomings identified by the 

first team, we were able to implement a more complete experimental protocol with a 

second team of hospital staff and fire department trained personnel as described in the 

previous chapter. We received their approval in sharing the results of the formal 

experiment, which were also reported in chapter 8. We now evaluate those results in the 

context of our doctoral hypotheses. 

 

We then end this chapter with some insights into the quality of the emergency 

response game play by the teams. We also compare and contrast generalities between the 

team that spent time generating and refining the roles.   
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9.1 Evaluating Insight Generation Hypothesis 
 

When comparing insights generated of the paper-based role simulation session 

and computer-based role simulation session, we look at both the number of insights and 

the sum of the value of all scores on a 1 to 100 scale arrived at by a team discussion 

process. In analyzing the data, we noticed a clustering effect of those insights rated less 

than or equal to ten versus those insights rated more than ten. As a result, we broke those 

two clusters out separately. We found the following aggregate results: 

 

Table 14 – Insight Comparison Between Paper-based and Computer-based Trials 
Trial Number 

of 
Insights 

Number 
valued 
<=10 

Number 
values 
>10 

Average 
Score 
<=10 

Average 
Score 
>10 

Total 
Score 
<=10 

Total 
Score 
>10 

1.Paper 52 17 35 7.41 53.97 126 1889 

2.Computer 94 49 45 5.51 55.27 270 2487 

 

Looking at both the number of insights and the total score of insights, we found a 

substantial increase in the number of insights in the computer-based trial over the paper-

based one. The average score of those insights scored greater than ten by team consensus 

is not significantly different between the two trials. The average score of those insights 

that were deemed less significant, i.e. with a score less than ten, was significantly higher 

for the paper-based trial. But since there were more computer insights than paper 

insights, the total score for the computer-based insights is substantially greater. 

 
Because the goals of the computer-based trial were the same as the goals of the 

paper-based one, we were able to compare the times at which similar insights were made 

within the simulation session. Thirteen of the insights were deemed identical and took an 

average of 54 seconds earlier to be made by our computer-based simulation participants. 

Of these thirteen, four came later in the simulation with the computer-based scenario, 

with the longest later timestamp being seven minutes and 27 seconds after the insight 

timestamp in the paper-based scenario. Each of the differences provides potential insight 

for us into the possible change in role thought-processes brought on by the change of tool 

used to facilitate role-play. 
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We also considered which role player first had which insight in each scenario and 

found three situations where a different role player had the insight first in the computer-

based trial versus the paper-based one. All three suggest there was added distributed 

cognition enabled by our computer-based interface. 

 

In the paper-based drill, at ten minutes and forty-five seconds into the simulation, 

the Hospital Transport Coordinator realized she could have already processed and 

released many ambulatory patients from the lowest patient floor. By releasing them 

earlier, the Metro Bus could have been better utilized by making a trip to a receiving 

hospital with ambulatory patients earlier than when the bus was finally released to do so. 

With the addition of a computer-based interface to the simulation, the Fire Transport 

Coordinator was able to have that insight just four minutes and fifty-five seconds into the 

simulation. The HTC and the FTC we able to have a tactical conversation that helped the 

two coordinate patient releases and transport releases in an improved manner. 

 

In the paper-based drill, eighteen minutes and thirty seconds into the simulation, 

the Hospital Transport Coordinator realized that ICU bed availability was a highly critical 

data point to monitor in order to improve initial patient release planning. With the 

addition of a computer-based interface to the simulation, the Fire Transport Coordinator 

was able to realize the significance of the ICU bed availability numbers only fourteen 

minutes and twenty-eight seconds into the simulation. As a result, the FTC began a 

conversation between the HTC, HC, and himself that led to better planning of patient 

release timings. 

 

These three examples reflect the benefit of having a computer-based interface for 

role players to consider the conditions of the incidents and resources in a way that they 

can contribute to overall decision-making through improved distributed cognition. Not 

only were insights made earlier in the simulation, but they were made by a different 

participant who had time to assist in role planning in order to improve their contribution 

and the contribution of a fellow first responder. 
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9.2 Evaluating Situation Awareness 
 

When comparing insights generated of the paper-based role simulation session 

and computer-based role simulation session, we report the following aggregate results for 

the five freeze-probe survey questionnaire questions asked of the Hospital Control role: 

 
Table 15 – Analysis of Hospital Control Insights for Freeze-Probe Questionnaire by 
Question  
Question 
Number 

HC Variance 
Paper 

HC Variance 
Computer 

HC Variance as 
% Paper 

HC Variance as 
% Computer 

1 61 7 24.6 3.0 
2 180 70 72.6 30.0 
3 26 10 15.3 6.5 
4 25 9 34.2 12.3 
5 210 201 53.8 50.4 
 

When comparing insights generated of the paper-based role simulation session 

and computer-based role simulation session, we report the following aggregate results for 

the five freeze-probe survey questionnaire questions asked of the Hospital Transport 

Coordinator role: 

 
 
Table 16 – Analysis of Hospital Transport Coordinator Insights for Freeze-Probe 
Questionnaire by Question 
Question 
Number 

HTC Variance 
Paper 

HTC Variance 
Computer 

HTC Variance 
as % Paper 

HTC Variance 
as % Computer 

1 15 2 6.0 0.8 
2 15 47 6.0 2.0 
3 44 2 25.9 1.3 
4 41 15 56.2 20.6 
5 330 210 84.6 50.4 
 

When comparing insights generated of the paper-based role simulation session 

and computer-based role simulation session, we report the following aggregate results for 

the five freeze-probe survey questionnaire questions asked of the Fire Transport 

Coordinator role: 
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Table 17 – Analysis of Fire Transport Coordinator Insights for Freeze-Probe 
Questionnaire by Question 
Question 
Number 

FTC Variance 
Paper 

FTC Variance 
Computer 

FTC Variance 
as % Paper 

FTC Variance 
as % Computer 

1 51 51 20.6 21.9 
2 41 11 16.5 4.7 
3 8 4 0.8 0.4 
4 10 10 13.7 13.7 
5 60 51 15.4 12.8 
 

When comparing insights generated of the paper-based role simulation session 

and computer-based role simulation session, we report the following average results for 

all role players who participated in the hospital evacuation sessions: 

 
 
Table 18 – Analysis of Insights for Freeze-Probe Questionnaire by Question 
Question 
Number 

Avg Variance 
Paper 

Avg Variance 
Computer 

Avg Variance 
as % Paper 

Avg Variance 
as % Computer 

1 42.3 20 17.1 8.6 
2 78.7 42.7 31.7 12.2 
3 26.0 5.3 14.0 2.7 
4 25.3 11.3 34.7 15.5 
5 200.0 154.0 51.3 37.9 
 

 

For all five questions, the average variance is lower for the computer-based trial 

than the paper-based trial. In fact, the variance from actual for the computer-based trial is 

less than half the variance for the paper-based trial, except for the estimate of residual 

time that patients would still be in transit after all patients were evacuated from the 

hospital. Our findings suggest there is improvement in situation awareness, for initial 

training purposes with our Hartford County team, when using our computer-based 

simulation interface compared to the paper-based one currently being used by the KCHC. 

 

We performed a paired-t statistical analysis to compare situation awareness levels 

between paper-based and computer-based trials. We were interested in looking at the 

potential influence of computer-based interfaces during simulation sessions as provided 
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in Appendix III to pinpoint the likely effect of our computer-based interface and reported 

results of significance with high p confidence levels. 

 

We calculated a t-value of 4.347 for question one and compared it to the required 

p value necessary to refute the null hypothesis. Our null hypothesis suggested that the 

two drills had identical situation awareness for the tracking of patients experiencing 

significant discomfort. Our t-value of 4.347 was large enough for us to refute the null 

hypothesis with confidence, with a chance of refuting improperly at .0002. 

 

We calculated a t-value of 2.610 for question two and compared it to the required 

p value necessary to refute the null hypothesis. Our null hypothesis suggested that the 

two drills had identical situation awareness for the tracking of patient locations of those 

experiencing significant discomfort. Our t-value of 2.610 was large enough for us to 

refute the null hypothesis with confidence, with a chance of refuting improperly at .0142. 

 

We calculated a t-value of 3.537 for question three and compared it to the 

required p value necessary to refute the null hypothesis. Our null hypothesis suggested 

that the two drills had identical situation awareness for the tracking of in-transit patients. 

Our t-value of 3.537 was large enough for us to refute the null hypothesis with 

confidence, with a chance of refuting improperly at .0014. 

 

We calculated a t-value of 5.558 for question four and compared it to the required 

p value necessary to refute the null hypothesis. Our null hypothesis suggested that the 

two drills had identical situation awareness for the amount of time it would take to finish 

the hospital evacuation. Our t-value of 5.558 was large enough for us to refute the null 

hypothesis with confidence, with a chance of refuting improperly at less than .0001. 

 

We calculated a t-value of 2.055 for question one and compared it to the required 

p value necessary to refute the null hypothesis. Our null hypothesis suggested that the 

two drills had identical situation awareness for the tracking of patients experiencing 
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significant discomfort. Our t-value of 2.055 was large enough for us to refute the null 

hypothesis with confidence, with a chance of refuting improperly at less than .0490. 

 

As a result, we were able to refute three of the five situation awareness null 

hypotheses with at least 95% confidence and suggest our participants retained a higher 

level of situation awareness by using a computer-based interface to evaluate the 

simulation. Our other two null hypotheses showed some evidence of also being refutable, 

but not to the level of significance we were willing to be comfortable with given the 

potential of natural inter-session variability not relevant to situation awareness. 

 

As a result of working with just one team of first responders in evaluating 

situation awareness, we consider our contribution to be more one of demonstrating a 

viable and useful approach to considering team situation awareness instead of being able 

to be definitive in how the approach makes a difference. The approach can be applied to 

many teams of first responders participating in many first response scenario sessions in 

order to gather a book of evidence as to how well the use of a simulator helps prepare 

first responders for their roles in conjunction with others. 

 

9.3 Contribution to Team Preparedness 
 

Our results suggest that our approach to using a geospatial interface for simulated 

role-play can help a team prepare for working with each other when responding to a 

community-wide crisis. As we added the interface, we observed at least two indicators 

that the team was improving distributed cognition so as to overlap in a shared mental 

model of the activity. These suggested here require more rigorous verification, but at first 

glance suggest a better preparedness for the team as a whole: 

 

1. Role players had insights from the perspective of other roles as they became 

familiar with visualizing the causes and effects of other role player actions. 

 

2. The team as a whole appeared to be significantly faster at performing actions 

with the computer-based interface that would get them to their stated goals faster. 
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As we build our simulation play interface to provide a different tool for each role 

player and yet with common shared visual components to foster efficient communication, 

we offer each team member the opportunity to play other roles to gain first-hand 

knowledge of how that role considers the joint activity and decides upon actions to take. 

Consequences of actions can also be evaluated upon running the simulation repeatedly 

while playing a role. Our challenge is one of building the best-shared components that 

then trigger memories of other role player perspectives without distracting from the 

actual role expected of the participant come an actual emergency response event. 

 

9.4 Contribution to Individual Training 
 

We found more insights and better situation awareness for all three of our roles in 

both the KCHC drill support and the Hartford County team training trials The more often 

we iterate our design and run simulations using our latest interface designs, the more we 

can design, develop, and deliver ideal interfaces for training these individual roles. This 

dissertation has tracked an approach to building emergency response training tools in 

conjunction with existing emergency response training programs while at the same time 

making the resultant tools available to any team that wishes to then train using the 

simulator. With the added step of incorporating role player agents into the mix, we can 

anticipate providing a software environment where any person anywhere can attempt to 

play any emergency response role with a scenario that is made accessible. We believe the 

Web is an ideal medium through which to provide such opportunities. 

 

 We imagine a day when community preparedness for emergencies can go beyond 

just training the first responders to play important emergency response roles and can 

instead become accessible to all residents in the community who wish to be better 

prepared for assisting and anticipating emergency response efforts by gaining a cognition 

as to how they likely will be enacted. Geospatial-temporal visualizations are an 

opportunity to provide an overall structure in which to think about an emergency 

response crisis as it relates to all facets of the community. Human pattern recognition can 

help individuals picture potential states of incidents and resources and how they move 
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about within a community over time when responding to one or more events. Taking on 

the perspective of an actual role that analysts have scoped and engineered to be 

performed well by a trained professional is potentially a perspective that lets any citizen 

makes sense of emergency response crises in general. Adding additional perspectives 

over time through simulated role-play would perhaps provide opportunity to iterate upon 

a better mental model in a logical manner. 

 
9.5 Relationship to Hypotheses  
 
 We presented our subject experiment results in this chapter in order to support 

conclusions made about testing our hypotheses. Although our sample sizes are small, we 

have shown experimental findings that support our insight generation hypothesis for both 

of our teams of hospital evacuation scenario simulation participants. Participants from the 

KCHC participated more fully in the design and implementation of the RSR and RSV 

tools and as a result developed insights into the nature of the scenario they were training 

on before they participated in the two simulation drills. And yet, they identified 44% 

more insights that they attributed to better performance during the computer-based drill 

than the paper-based drill. They helped us iterate the design of the RSR tool so that 

participants would more effectively gain insight through interaction with the interface. 

The results of the second team of hospital evacuation scenario role-players presented 

above showed an 80% increase in the number of insights deemed significant to overall 

team performance. Even if we cluster the specific insights identified into major (scoring 

more than ten points) and minor (scoring less than or equal to ten points) groups, we find 

a 29% increase in the number of specific insights generated by the computer-based RSR 

tool. 

 

 The situation awareness two-tailed paired-t test results support the situation 

awareness hypothesis. For all five critical success factor questions on the freeze probe 

situation awareness questionnaire, participants scored higher with the computer-based 

RSR tool than without. We found the results to be significant beyond a 95% confidence 

level for all five questions. 
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Chapter 10 - Future Work 

 

In our readings, we found that there were many areas of research that required 

collaboration among experts in order to coalesce a useful shared vision of phenomena 

that could be explained and applied for human understanding and use. In many cases, an 

expert with tangential or seemingly environmental knowledge was able to shed additional 

light, by becoming invited into the existing vision of a group of people. The cybernetics 

field of the 1950s is one example of a field that brought in one science group after 

another to shed light on fundamental principles. The chaos and complexity field involved 

experts from a wide variety of fields and continues today through such organizations as 

the Santa Fe Institute. The virtual reality field of the 1980s is another field that made 

progress through engineers, computer scientists, cognitive scientists, sociologists, and 

others. Most recently, the social networking field has brought together physicists and 

sociologists. There are many other research domain examples we could cite. 

 

Because research is a human pursuit, we noticed that progress among 

interdisciplinary teams has most often made significant leaps when a new member joined 

the community with a passion to explore the existing research with the existing 

community of researchers who were open to discuss and collaborate together on the 

research. The enthusiasm of a respected person with a fresh point of view, supported by a 

valued body of work in a different field, and with a different experience in community 

building with other researchers, seems invaluable to an existing community. Such a 

community allows expression for their work in terms that can bridge a gap between the 

two knowledge bases in which collaboration takes place. This association also allows 

participants to repackage their own knowledge for better expression within the greater 

interdisciplinary community, sharing new insights with all parties.  

 

One ripe area for further research is the area of interface and interactivity design. 

We iterated the interface to our hospital evacuation simulator many, many times through 

perspectives we received from perception experts, cognition experts, and interaction 

design experts. But, our feedback from the six simulation session participants who 
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actually used the interfaces to do analysis and interact with the simulation seemed the 

most immediately valuable. Because community-wide crisis events and response 

activities generate so much data ripe for visualization, we feel confident much of our time 

will be spent researching how to improve that aspect of the RimSim architecture. 

 

Another area for future research is the emergent behavior of human groups in 

crisis. Anticipation of potential human behavior can be a significant part of training for 

community-wide emergency scenarios based on our readings of the aftermath of 

hurricane Katrina and our first-person experience of the emotions associated with two 

significant earthquakes in Seattle just on either side of the year 2000. 

 

A third area research of we could enhance with the RimSim is decision support. 

We have noted the need for better decision support tools that are available for use during 

emergencies. Since our existing software already does simulation and provides us the 

ability to speed up or slow down simulated time, we feel there is a basis on which 

decision-support tools could be built. Decision-support requires a rigorous approach to 

development that we believe shows promise in pushing our iteration process towards 

improving RimSim rapidly. And, decisions of life and death are difficult to make when 

the human psyche has to deal with the responsibility and accountability for such 

decisions. Providing decision support tools can widen the ownership of responsibility and 

accountability of decisions to a wider community – those who create and test the decision 

support tools. 

 

There are other areas of research we believe RimSim could help support. We 

believe the RimSim architecture is available to support the kind of collaborative research 

endeavor that can bring a wider understanding to researchers across fields of research. 

And, we believe progress in improving cross-field understanding comes from individuals 

who are committed to participating with their point of view while being open to having 

that point of view enhanced through the point of view of others. We believe enthusiastic 

RimSim participants will make the most important contributions by convincing others 

that sharing an architecture for shared research is valuable and that gaining the help from 
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others to implement one’s research openly will be a critical success factor to a RimSim 

approach. 

 

We also believe RimSim is available to support a wide range of first response 

communities who wish to apply a simulation approach for better insight into potential 

community-wide crises of concern in their communities. We’ve shown that a RimSim 

approach has potential for training individual first responders in a scenario and in helping 

a team of first responders train in the collaborative aspects of first response activities. We 

know that first responders who engage in a RimSim-supported process can improve 

training potential. In turn, they can co-develop tools that help train better and train their 

colleagues. We believe RimSim is a terrible approach to force on a first responder or 

group of first responders who don’t want to spend the time to engage in the process of 

developing a better tool for themselves from which to train. As we saw first-hand when 

working with the groupware industry in the early 1990s, computer-mediated solutions to 

support human behavior either succeed or fail through many complex variables that 

contribute to motivation and organizational support. Perhaps even those variables can 

begin to be explored via simulation. 

 

Like any new process being attempted by human beings, there is potential to 

improve RimSim implementations through repetition and modification by expanded 

exposure of the process to a wider range of scenarios. Creating interfaces for human 

beings is not an exact science and one person’s ideal interface might not be able to 

become another person’s ideal interface. By starting from a defined architecture, we can 

provide the opportunity to plug-in different components to adapt to different 

environmental conditions and personal preferences. We can distribute the job of 

improving the whole simulation process across people who each take a piece of the 

architecture and implement solutions that improve that piece as part of the whole.  

 

Since it was so difficult to schedule professional emergency response personnel, 

we were able to work with only two teams, with many variables, in tailoring our skill set 

to work effectively with trained emergency responders. We found our time with a retired 
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fireman to be extremely useful because he had the time to devote to our endeavor without 

having emergency response responsibilities active in his mind. He had a perspective 

gained from years of thinking about emergency response and working in that culture that 

was invaluable to helping us evolve our point of view to better work with emergency 

responders. Many of today’s retirees have little or no computer literacy or exposure to 

geospatial-temporal interfaces outside of static paper maps. As younger people retire after 

having lived a career in emergency response during the digital and information ages, we 

see our work becoming more feasible to more groups of people without having to 

interrupt emergency responders during their day-to-day responsibilities. 

 

We must continue to evolve our thinking in terms of all subject matters we 

reviewed in chapter 2 of this dissertation. Each subject matter sheds some light on how 

we can improve our process to be more effective. Adding those people trained in 

evaluation to our team will help us quantify our contribution well beyond the humble 

attempt by minimally competent graduate students making their first attempt at 

evaluation. 
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Chapter 11 - Summary and Conclusions 
 

11.1 Tools built  
 

To contribute to the research on simulation environments as a useful platform for 

first responder training and planning, we built two software-based tools: 1) The RimSim 

Response multi-user role-play simulation platform enables first responders the 

opportunity to train on a community-emergency response scenario and consider their role 

when planning their contribution for potential events, and 2) The RimSim Visualization 

tool provides an interactive visual analytics platform for post-event sense-making of a 

First Response Effort. As both tools are built from the same underlying Java-based 

library modules, component software that supports one of the tools can be integrated into 

the other with the ease of a typical good software engineering process. 

 

As the literature suggested that real-time situation awareness and asynchronous 

sense-making could be considered two distinct distributed cognitive activities, we 

developed the two independently to allow first responders to interact with both tools to 

improve their emergency response distributed cognition.  

 

First responders trained with the RSR tool through role-playing multiple scenarios 

with different levels of specificity and detail. Medical logistics team members role-played 

a resource allocation scenario to train their cognition for a medical supplies caching and 

real-time hospital allocation task that would be typical of many emergency response 

scenarios that led to human injury. RSR software stress-testing teams played a first 

responder transport allocation scenario to train their cognition in allocating police, fire, 

medical, and other first responder staff to varying incident levels across metro-Seattle, 

Detroit, Vancouver, BC, and Christchurch, NZ communities. Upon iterating the tool for 

effectiveness, robustness, and reliability, we pursued a specific community-wide hospital 

evacuation scenario to provide to a team of medical and emergency response staff 

interested in hospital evacuation scenario training. Two teams from different 

communities role-played the hospital control, hospital transportation control, fire 
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transportation control and receiving hospital control roles through the use of the RSR 

tool. 

 

We provided the two teams that performed the King County, Washington hospital 

evacuation scenario with the RimSim Visualization tool so they could help us interpret 

their performance and identify insights that contributed to their overall situation 

awareness. We made the task of identifying situation awareness after the fact a sense-

making exercise that could help us iterate the RSV tool while at the same time help us 

evaluate subject experiments attempting to test our hypotheses in this thesis. The teams 

used the RSV to negotiate a consensus evaluation of their performance. 

 

 

11.2 Research findings  
 

Through the design and development process of building tools to support first 

responder training and planning, we found that the process consistently provided us with 

insights into the nature of first responder roles. As a result, we were hopeful the tools 

would provide the first responders with insights that would improve their performance 

during RSR role-playing sessions. By bringing the King County Hospital Coalition into 

the design and development process for the RSR hospital evacuation scenario 

configuration, we found the process to be insightful for those participants as well. The 

necessity of making decisions associated with interface design brings up discussions 

about the affordances necessary to perform emergency response tasks. These discussions 

drive the first response team to consider all aspects of first response tasks in order to help 

the software team build visual software components that allow them to perform the tasks 

during role-play sessions. 

 

We designed formal subject experiments to explore the possibility that the RSR 

role-play experience would improve distributed situation awareness for those critical 

success factors that a first responder team asked us to focus on for training purposes. We 

found the critical success factors they gave us to be reasonable given the critical success 
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factors documented in the various Emergency Operations Centers manuals we explored 

during emergency response drills we had been invited to during our experiments 

preparation period. We asked role-play participants to answer questions about the critical 

success factors through freeze-probe questionnaires that had been used effectively to 

evaluate team situation awareness in related fields of study. For all five questions on the 

questionnaire, participants scored higher when using our computer-interface to train their 

roles than when they did not. Three of the five improvements were strong enough that we 

were able to state they significantly did better with at least 95% confidence. 

 

We let the role-play participants evaluate their performance asynchronously after 

they finished interacting with the emergency response crisis simulation. They told us they 

felt they had done better using the interface but we wanted to observe them as they 

worked as a team to discuss their performance using a visual analytics tool. We guided 

their analysis by suggesting that they review all communications and decisions made 

during the simulation session to identify where they had insights and score those insights 

as to the value each insight had to the overall performance of the hospital evacuation 

activity. We asked that the team reach a consensus by level-setting the contribution of 

each participant to the benefit of the overall performance of the team. We observed the 

team perform the insight-scoring task intelligently with impressive negotiation skills. We 

also observed that the team scored higher on the simulation session with our RSR 

interface than the simulation session without. 

 

11.3 Hypothesis proven 
 

Although we believe our contribution goes beyond the testing of two specific 

hypotheses, we attempted to frame our research through testing two hypotheses: 

 
1. A multi-user situational simulation environment can be effectively used as 

a training tool for generating insight among emergency response 
personnel. 

 
2. A multi-user situational simulation environment can be effectively used as 

a training tool for improving situation awareness among emergency 
response personnel. 
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We proved the first hypothesis through post-simulation evaluation of two 

simulation sessions whereby both generated significant insights even after the RSR tool 

iterative development process had generated insight among the first responders who 

contributed to tool design. We found the same insight generation process by running the 

simulation sessions with first responders who did not participate in RSR tool generation. 

 

We proved the second hypothesis through performing an experiment with and 

without providing a multi-user situational simulation environment for use by simulation 

participants. The participants demonstrated significantly higher situation awareness when 

using our RSR tool than when not. 

 

 
11.4 Contributions made 
 

Our process of defining system architecture to support first responder training 

through simulation role-play was one of daily iteration, test, discussion, and reflection. 

Such a process is expected to be rocky at times as sometimes iteration takes us backwards 

away from our goals temporarily and not always just to get us out of a local maximum. 

Our process became a nimble one so that we could backtrack to any previous 

development point where we felt progress could be better attained from that point 

onwards. Because we wanted to build a software framework that could support 

simulation for a wide variety of community-wide crisis scenarios, we deemed robustness 

and effectiveness critical success factors to be the most important yardstick by which we 

evaluated our software. We believe we have made a contribution through documenting 

the process by which we designed and development the RSR and RSV tools. 

 

We believe our process is one we can share with a wide variety of researchers 

from a wide variety of research backgrounds. The RimSim architecture lets researchers 

pick and choose where to make a contribution. We have used an object-oriented, open 

source, programming model to allow computer scientists to write code that will enhance 

any part of the simulation support services that let first responders gain insight into 
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community-wide crisis response. Like our process of helping a linear programming 

modeler implement a resource optimization model into the heuristics support module of 

the RimSim system architecture, a community of computer scientists can help others 

implement and test their hypotheses from within the simulation framework of RimSim. 

Each time that integration process happens, new light is shed on the effectiveness of the 

architecture from both a code engineering perspective and from a first responder training 

tool perspective (among others). Our suggested future work becomes much more evident 

as we see that process unfold, bringing in one enthusiastic researcher at a time. 

 

 In order to evaluate distributed situation awareness and insight generation, we 

considered a wide variety of questionnaires, probes, and quantitative metrics that could 

shed light on the usefulness of our tools. We offer our literature search, summary of 

findings, and implementation of chosen yardsticks to the community for consideration of 

evaluating team training and planning tools. Just as we benefitted by the sharing of 

approaches by researchers before us, we wish to benefit others who follow us into this 

area of research. 
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